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ABSTRACT
The lateral migration and avulsion of river channels are fundamental parts of river
systems. While we can measure the rates of channel migration and witness singular avulsion
events in modern rivers, these studies fail to capture the long-term relationships between these
processes and the preservation of sediment over geologic timescales. Here, I leveraged ancient
fluvial deposits to reconstruct paleo-channel mobility, began to test the theory regarding the longterm behavior of river migration and avulsion and explored the sensitivity of river mobility to
past cases of extreme climate change. I reconstructed the paleo-channel mobility from the fluvial
deposits of the Willwood Formation (Bighorn Basin, Wyoming) and tested hypotheses regarding
potential changes in channel mobility in response to the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
(PETM) global warming event. I identified avulsion-generated channel-belt deposits and made
detailed maps of intra-channel-belt facies and architecture with a particular focus on constraining
the scale, stacking, lateral continuity, and preservation of bar deposits. I also calculated hydraulic
parameters such as paleo-discharge, paleo-slope, Parker stability criterion, and channel mobility
number. My results suggest that the Willwood rivers were extremely laterally mobile meandering
rivers, confirming previous interpretations, and that their lateral mobility remained insensitive to
the PETM climate change. However, an apparent increase in avulsion reoccupation at the
channel-belt scale through the peak of the PETM suggests either a change in floodplain
accumulation rates, a change in avulsion dynamics or the presence of channel-belt clustering
within the Bighorn Basin. This study introduces a framework that allows ancient rivers to be
directly compared to modern river and can be used to make predictions about which river systems
are most susceptible to future climate change.
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Reconstructing river mobility from ancient deposits: example from the
Willwood Formation (Paleocene-Eocene, Bighorn Basin, Wyoming, USA)

Introduction
Understanding river mobility is important for managing modern rivers and predicting the
subsurface distribution of fluvial aquifers and hydrocarbon reservoirs. Studies of modern systems
and modeling efforts have shown how rivers meander, widen, and avulse to move across their
floodplains (Hickin and Nanson 1984; Murray and Paola 1994; Hudson and Kesel 2000;
Slingerland and Smith 2004). However, modern, numerical and experimental studies are often
limited in exploring river processes over long timescales. The work presented here, provides
constraints on reconstructing long-term river migration and avulsion behavior. Supplementing
modern observations with reconstructions of river mobility from the stratigraphic record helps
characterize river dynamics under a broader range of boundary conditions and timescales. The
ability to reconstruct channel mobility from ancient deposits can also help evaluate how sensitive
or resilient different types of channel systems are to climate, tectonic and land-use changes.
The movement of channels across their floodplains (here referred to as “channel
mobility”) includes the processes of lateral migration and avulsion (Fig. 1A: e.g. Jerolmack and
Mohrig 2007; Wickert et al. 2013). Migration and avulsion processes occur at distinct temporal
and spatial scales, but both processes are likely controlled by floodplain erodibility, sediment
supply and water discharge. Because river migration and avulsion are sensitive to sediment
supply, discharge, and floodplain conditions, reconstructing changes in paleo-channel mobility
from ancient deposits may document changes in these conditions on ancient landscapes.
Furthermore, fluvial successions deposited during known climate or tectonic perturbations can be
used to gauge the sensitivity or resilience of landscapes to sediment supply, water supply or landcover changes. Reconstructions of river mobility from sedimentary deposits can provide
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important long-term perspectives on river behavior which could be incorporated into riverwatershed planning, provided the reconstructions are comparable to metrics that can be obtained
in modern rivers. Comparing ancient deposits to modern rivers is challenging due to the inability
to obtain high-resolution geochronology in pre-Holocene sediments and the discontinuous nature
of the stratigraphic record. The goal of this study was to explore how paleochannel mobility
might be reconstructed from ancient deposits in an effort to better understand fluvial response to
climate change. I investigated avulsion channel architecture in the Willwood Formation (Bighorn
Basin, Wyoming, USA), a unit that spans the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM)
climate change. Using published descriptions of stratigraphic changes in the Willwood Formation
during the PETM (Foreman 2014; Kraus et al. 2015), I tested hypotheses regarding potential
changes in river mobility to the climate event.
To reconstruct river mobility, I employed detailed channel-deposit mapping to identify
channel belts generated through avulsion and classify the preservation and stacking of channelbar deposits. I used paleohydraulic reconstructions of channel slope, depth, width and water
discharge combined with the channel-belt mapping to reconstruct paleo-channel lateral migration
relative to avulsion frequency. This work shows that there was no apparent change in river
planform, little change in lateral channel migration and a possible increase in relative avulsion
frequency in response to the PETM climate change. The changes I documented in the Willwood
rivers are not as substantial as what has been observed in other terrestrial successions deposited
during the PETM (e.g. Foreman 2012). These results raise important questions about how
sediment supply, discharge variability and floodplain characteristics influence river mobility and
what magnitude of change in necessary to push a river from a meandering to a braided planform.
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Figure 1. Channel mobility and architecture. (a) Schematic diagram with two modes
of channel mobility: channel-belt avulsion and lateral migration within channel belts.
Channel-avulsion generates independent channel-belt sand bodies (CBSBs). (b) Two
CBSBs with avulsion reoccupation. CBSBs are identified by interfingering floodplain
deposits and “sawtooth” channel-belt margins. (c) The types of intra-channel-belt bar
preservation in fluvial deposits. The preservation and truncation describes the presence of
upper bar facies while the stacking describes the relative positions of the bar.
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Controls on river mobility in modern and ancient rivers
Experimental studies have shown that the cumulative effect of lateral channel migration
and channel avulsion controls the overall mobility of a river system (Wickert et al. 2013).
Channel migration is a generally continuous process that occurs within river channel-belts, while
channel avulsion is temporally discrete, and occurs between channel-belts (Fig. 1A).
Experimental and field evidence have shown that lateral channel migration rates are controlled by
bank erodibility and sediment supply, where increases in either sediment supply or bank
erodibility can promote higher rates of lateral migration (e.g. Hickin and Nanson 1984; Lauer and
Parker 2008; van de Lageweg 2014). Bank erodibility and sediment supply also control channel
widening. Increasing the flux of bedload material or reducing the effective strength of channel
banks (e.g. by destabilizing banks through decreased vegetation) can result in increases in
channel-width (Smith and Smith 1984; Tal et al. 2004). When channel geometries get sufficiently
wide, rivers may transition from meandering to braided planforms, even under the same discharge
conditions (Parker 1976).
The process of river avulsion enables channels to relocate to new positions on the
floodplain, often by traversing a significant distance away from its previous course. Channel
avulsion occurs on longer timescales than lateral migration and is likely controlled by in-channel
aggradation, overbank aggradation, and differences in down-valley versus cross-valley slopes
(e.g. Mohrig et al. 2000; Tornqvist and Bridge, 2002; Slingerland and Smith 2004). The
differences between in-channel and overbank aggradation may lead to the perching of the base of
the active channel relative to the elevation of the floodplain. The elevation difference is referred
to as “super-elevation,” where the probability of an avulsion event increases as super-elevation
increases (e.g. Bryant et al. 1995). The style of an avulsion event describes the method by which
water and sediment discharge is diverted from an original active channel, onto the floodplain, and
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into a new active channel. During a progradational avulsion, sediment progrades out of the
avulsion node, diverted flow begins poorly channelized before coalescing into a single active
channel. During an incisional avulsion, diverted flow incises into the floodplain forming a new
active channel (e.g. Slingerland and Smith 2004). Avulsion style is likely governed by the
competition between floodplain incision rates and the sediment progradation rates from the
avulsion node, which may in turn be influenced by floodplain cohesion, grain-size variability, and
sediment supply (Hajek and Edmonds 2014).
Jerolmack and Mohrig (2007) define a framework that describes the relative contribution
of lateral channel migration and channel avulsion to channel mobility. Their mobility parameter,
M, describes the relative balance between in-channel aggradation rate, va, which is related to
avulsion frequency, and the rate of lateral migration, vc,
𝑀=

ℎ 𝑣&
,
𝐵 𝑣'

1

where h is the median formative flow depth and B is the median channel width. Jerolmack and
Mohrig (2007) used this mobility analysis to compare modern rivers and predict the number of
active river branches present within river systems. They defined a critical value of M around 0.8,
where below this number a system is described by multiple river branches and above, it is
described by a single channel branch. High values of M describe a condition where the rate of
lateral migration far outpaces the rate of channel aggradation. Jerolmack and Mohrig (2007) also
employ the Parker stability criterion, e, which describes whether a river is likely to have a braided
or meandering planform (Parker 1976),
ε=

𝑆 𝑔ℎ𝐵 .
,
𝑄𝑤

2

where S is the channel slope, Qw us the water discharge and g is the constant of gravitational
acceleration. The combination of M and e provide a classification scheme to predict whether a
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river has a branched or single channel-belt and whether there is a braided or meandering river
style within the channel-belt.
While the lack of high-resolution age control in the deep-time sedimentary record makes
comparing absolute rates of channel migration and avulsion impossible, it is possible to
reconstruct some aspects of channel migration and avulsion behavior from ancient deposits. For
example, preserved point bar deposits can be used to track the migration of meandering channels
where planform outcrop shows the curvature of ancient point bars and erosional surfaces between
bar deposits suggests the rotation of channel bars (Ghinassi and Ielpi 2015; Durkin et al. 2015).
Important aspects of channel avulsion can also be constrained, including avulsion style and superelevation. Progradational avulsions are inferred from coarsening upwards succession of sandstone
underlying major channel deposits. Incisional avulsions are inferred when the basal contacts of
major channel deposits are sharp (Jones and Hajek 2007). Super-elevation is inferred from
differences in height between channel-deposit top and channel-deposit margin (Mohrig et al.
2000). Additionally, I introduce clinoform persistence as an untested, but potentially valuable
metric to compare relative magnitudes of lateral channel migration. I define clinoform persistence
as the clinoform-set width normalized by the clinoform width. This measurement is an estimate
of bar migration distance between bar initiation and abandonment. I expect bar persistence to
increase as the rate of lateral channel migration increases.
Reconstructions of paleohydraulic and paleomorphodynamic parameters have also been
developed in order to describe the behavior of ancient rivers. For example, the distribution of
dune heights and cross-set thicknesses are related to the variability of bedform scour, and
ultimately water depth (Paola and Borgman 1991; Leclair and Bridge 2001). The heights of
preserved bar clinoforms (the paleo-surface of a channel bar) scale to bankfull channel depth in a
~1:1 relationship (Mohrig et al. 2000) and bankfull channel widths are interpreted to be 1.5x
preserved bar clinoform widths (Ethridge and Schumm 1977). In addition to measurements of
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bed-load grain sizes, depth and width reconstructions can be used to reconstruct paleochannel
water discharge, Qw, and slope, S,
𝑆 = 𝑅𝜏 ∗

𝑑67
,
ℎ

:

4

𝑄9 =

𝜏 ;𝐵
𝑔 𝐶= 𝑆

,

(5)

(Hajek and Wolinsky 2012; Wu et al. 2015), where R is the submerged specific gravity, 𝜏 ∗ is the
critical shields stress for sand bed rivers, 𝑑67 is the median bed-load grain size, t is the bed shear
stress, and Cd is a drag coefficient following Manning’s equation.
The mobility framework as formulated by Jerolmack and Mohrig (2007) can be used to
reconstruct relative channel migration and avulsion in the ancient record and can be used for
comparing changes in channel mobility through time. In the ancient record, a high M value may
correspond to a high magnitude of lateral migration relative to avulsion frequency. For example,
evidence of abundant bar migration, bar truncation, and bar reworking within channel-belt
deposits indicate that channel bars were migrating and reworking themselves frequently within an
interavulsion period. This is supported in experimental and computational models of laterally
mobile channels, where the aspect ratios of preserved bar deposits are often a fraction of their
original deposited geometries (Van de Lageweg 2016b). A low M value would mean the inverse –
that the lateral mobility is low relative to the interavulsion period (or, conversely, that the
avulsion rate was high relative to bar mobility). This would be indicated by a greater preservation
and reduced lateral stacking of channel bar deposits. Under these assumptions, the internal
preservation of an avulsion-generated sand body is a direct function of the avulsion frequency and
bar migration rate (Fig. 1C).
In order to conduct this type of relative paleo-mobility analysis from ancient deposits, it
is necessary to identify channel deposits that derive from a single avulsion event. Here, I
leveraged a technique from Chamberlin and Hajek (2015) to identify avulsion-generated channel-
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belt sand bodies (CBSBs) that are generated by independent avulsion events. A CBSB is
identified by the presence of fine-grained floodplain material laterally correlative to the channel
sand deposit. This is especially important when multiple CBSBs stack directly on top of one
another and the two CBSBs may be differentiated on the basis of laterally interfingering finegrained floodplain material (Fig 1B). The reoccupation of a previous channel-belt position by a
later channel-belt through avulsion is inferred when multiple CBSBs are stacked vertically with
an erosional contact in between. When the channel-belt margins are not observable in an outcrop,
the presence of thick packages of fine-grained, overbank sediment underlying portions of major
stratigraphic truncation surfaces indicate a single CBSB, albeit with lower confidence.
I propose that I can estimate M using the CBSB geometry,
𝑀=

ℎ 𝑊BCDC
,
𝐵 𝐻BCDC

6

where WCBSB is the width of a CBSB corrected for median paleocurrent and HCBSB is the thickness
of a CBSB. The WCBSB represents the maximum lateral distance that the channel was able to
migrate during one interavulsion period. The HCBSB represents the vertical sediment aggradation
during one interavulsion period. Thus, the lateral migration rate relative to vertical aggradation
rate can be parametrized using the interavulsion period as the unit of time. I chose CBSB
geometries to calculate M rather than bar deposit thicknesses and widths because 1) rivers
generally aggrade to >1 flow depth before they avulse (Chamberlin et al. 2016), and 2) if channel
migration is viewed as random walk, channel-belt widths should scale with either increasing
lateral migration rates or decreasing avulsion frequency. While this measurement is similar to
sand body width/thickness ratios measured in many other studies (e.g. Gibling 2006), it hinges on
the identification of avulsion-generated sand body deposits rather than combining all vertically
and laterally continuous bodies of channel sandstone.
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Figure 2: Regional and study area map. (Inset) Regional map for the Bighorn Basin and
surrounding mountain ranges. Roads relevant to identify the study area are labeled. The Sand
Coulee study area is labeled in the basin’s northwest corner. (Main map) Study area map for
the Sand Coulee Area. Four individual mapping areas are boxed (see Fig. 5). The spatial
extent of mammal zones was determined from fossil locality data provided by Phillip
Gingerich. The Clarkforkian-Wasatchian Boundary is solid where fossil data exists and
dashed where interpolated. The Wa-0 mammal zone roughly fits within the thickness of the
black line and is interpreted to correlate with the onset, body, and initial recovery of the
PETM. Contour interval is 20ft.
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Figure 3: Chronostratigraphic framework for Willwood Formation and PETM. Figure
modified from Bowen (2001). PETM onset and body fits within the Wa-0 mammal zone. CBSB
measurements from this study are from Cf-3, Wa-0, Wa-1 and Wa-2. The Fort Union formation
and Willwood formation are differentiated on the basis on the appearance of red and purple
paleosol deposits. The contact between the Fort Union and Willwood formations is time
transgressive. In the south of the basin, the Fort Union-Willwood contact is at the PaleoceneEocene boundary. In the north of the basin, Paleocene-aged Willwood formation exists.
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Figure 4: Generalized paleo-drainage map for Paleocene-Eocene Willwood fluvial systems.
An axial meandering system was fed by a combination of larger tributary streams and smaller
alluvial fans. The Absaroka range post-dates the Paleocene and Early Eocene Willwood
deposition. The Washakie Uplift would have occupied a similar position at the edge of the basin
during Willwood deposition (Heller and Liu 2016). The tributary sytems flowing from the
Washakie-Absaroka ranges are proposed to be coarser in grain size than the systems flowing from
the Owl Creek Mountains (Owen 2017).
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Willwood Formation geological setting
The Willwood Formation is found throughout the 16,000 km2 Bighorn Basin in
northwestern Wyoming (Fig. 2). Basin formation, which began in the latest Cretaceous and
continued into the middle-Eoecene (Dickinson 2004), is associated with the Laramide orogeny
and uplift of the Beartooth Mountains to the west, Bighorn Mountains to the east and Owl Creek
mountains to the south. The western edge of the basin has been covered by the Absaroka
Volcanic Complex, which was emplaced ca. 48-52 Ma. (Chadwich 1970; Bown 1980; Kraus
1983). The deposition of the Paleocene-Eocene Willwood Formation and the underlying
Paleocene Fort Union Formation is coeval with the uplift of the Laramide mountain ranges (Fig.
3). Rapid exhumation phases are interpreted to have begun ~71 Ma in the Bighorn Mountains and
~58 Ma in the Beartooth Mountains (Peyton 2012). Additionally, the Beartooth Mountains may
have undergone a second phase of uplift ~ 55ma (Fan and Carrapa 2014). Dated alluvial fan
deposits suggest that both the Bighorn and Beartooth Mountains were major topographic features
by the late Paleocene (Fan and Dettman 2009; DeCelles et al. 1991).
The Bighorn Basin paleogeography likely remained relatively constant throughout
Paleocene and Eocene time (Owen 2017; Fig. 4). An axial river system ran parallel to the basin
axis (e.g. Neasham and Vondra 1972) and is referred to as the “trunk river system” (Kraus and
Middleton 1987). At minimum, there were 2 major transverse tributary streams flowing into the
axial rivers inferred from E-W-trending paleocurrents and identified in Willwood-aged deposits
around the basin margin (Owen 2017). Alluvial fan systems built off of the surrounding mountain
ranges and fed the axial rivers (DecCelles 1991). The sediment within the Willwood rivers
derived from source lithologies in the surrounding mountain ranges such as Mesozoic-aged
mature sandstones, Paleozoic-aged carbonate material and Precambrian granitic clasts (Neasham
and Vondra 1972). Many of the Laramide mountain ranges underwent periods of basement
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unroofing during the Late Paleocene to Early Eocene. This transition is recognized by an upsection change from abundant Paleozoic carbonate clasts to abundant Precambrian basement
clasts (Fan and Carrapa 2014). In the Late Paleocene, the regional climate was generally frost free
and populated by evergreen, broad-leaved forests (Wing 1981; Kraus 1997). Leaf analysis
suggests Paleocene mean-annual temperatures (MAT) of ~15°C (Wing 2005) and Paleogene
climate models for the Bighorn Basin suggest mean annual range in temperatures between ~2129°C (Snell et al. 2012).
The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) was an intense climate disturbance
occurring roughly 56 Ma. The PETM was a rapid period of global climate warming where MAT
increased between 5-8°C (e.g. Kennett and Stott 1991; McInerney and Wing 2011). The PETM
exposure within in the Bighorn Basin is one of the highest resolution PETM localities in the
world and has been the best characterized record of terrestrial PETM climate change. Within the
Bighorn Basin, Fricke and Wing (2004) state that MAT rose from ~15°C in the Paleocene to over
19°C during the PETM before recovering to Paleocene-equivalent values. Leaf analysis and
paleosol morphology also point towards a decrease in mean annual precipitation (MAP) during
the PETM (Wing et al. 2005; Kraus 2007). Pre-PETM estimates for MAP are ~1200mm/yr,
which then decrease to ~1000mm/yr during the PETM before recovering to pre-PETM values
later in the Eocene (Kraus 2007). The disappearance of migrant plant lineages at the onset of the
carbon isotope excursion (CIE) of the PETM indicates that the plant community responded
rapidly and potentially catastrophically to the changes in regional climate before quickly
recovering by Early Wasatchian time (Wing et al. 1995; Wing et al. 2005). The geochemical,
sedimentological and numerical evidence for changing Bighorn Basin climate have led to a
number of proposed changes in the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic conditions of the
Willwood River systems. Isotope analysis from tooth mammal fossils point to a potential shift in
the seasonality of the basin climate (Baczynski et al. 2017). Reduction in floodplain cohesion has
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been proposed to correspond with the decrease in vegetation density during the PETM (Foreman
2014). Finally, a decrease in sediment supply is proposed from evidence of reduced floodplain
accumulation rates (Kraus et al. 2015).
This investigation focuses on deposits located in the north of the Bighorn Basin, in an
area referred to as the “Sand Coulee” area (FIG. 2). The Sand Coulee area is flanked on the west
by the Beartooth Mountains and on the east by Polecat Bench. Previous work in the Sand Coulee
region has established well-constrained chronostratigraphic (Gingerich 1983; Gingerich 1989;
Gingerich & Clyde 2001) and fluvial sedimentologic (e.g. Kraus 1980; Kraus & Middleton, 1987;
Foreman 2013) frameworks for the area. The overall sedimentology of the Willwood Formation
in the Sand Coulee area is dominated by fine-grained heterogeneous mudstone and siltstone,
paleosol deposits and laterally continuous channel sandstones. Fluvial channel sandstone deposits
range from thick (>4m), laterally continuous (>80m) sand bodies that are attributed to the axial
trunk system to thin (<1m), laterally limited (<15m) sand bodies that are interpreted to be small
distributary channels associated with progradational avulsion (Kraus 1996). The axial trunk
sandstones exhibit abundant laterally accreting foresets and a wide divergence in paleoflow
directions, which are evidence that the axial system was composed of low-gradient sinuous
meandering rivers (Neasham and Vondra, 1972). The avulsion style (c.f. Slingerland and Smith
2004) of Willwood rivers was likely dominated by progradational/transitional avulsions indicated
by sand bodies underlain by thickening and coarsening upwards packages of crevasse splay
sandstone (Kraus 1996; Jones and Hajek 2007). Reconstructions of Bighorn Basin
paleogeography place the Sand Coulee area downstream of the tributary systems preserved in the
southern Willwood deposits (Owen 2017). Constraining the contribution from the alluvial fans
flanking the Beartooth Mountains is difficult as the deposits described by DeCelles et al. (1991)
are located towards the northwest of my study area.
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Table 1. Potential PETM river changes and stratigraphic evidence. There are four potential
scenarios for river changes in response to the PETM climate event. (Top) The inferred planform
syle of the Willwood rivers are low-gradient meandering rivers. (Table) Block diagrams
highlighting the potential change in planform style and and corresonding fluvial architecture.
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PETM Stratigrpahy and Hypotheses
Previous work connecting the stratigraphy during the PETM to proposed PETM climate
changes outlines testable hypotheses about river morphodynamic changes in responses to the
PETM climate change (Table 1). Foreman (2014) correlated a thick multi-story sand body in the
northern Bighorn Basin – described first by Kraus (1980) - to the PETM carbon isotope excursion
and measures clinoform widths and thicknesses below, within and above this sand body. Foreman
(2014) found little difference in the clinoform geometries, but proposes two mechanisms for the
genesis of the multi-story sand body at the PETM. First, that the drier conditions of the PETMperiod, combined with the increased seasonality ultimately led to high-amplitude pulses of
sediment flux and increased rates of lateral channel migration and bank erosion. The second
mechanism of Foreman (2014) proposed that vegetation turnover during the PETM led to bank
instability and subsequently, increased rates of lateral channel migration, potentially leading to a
transition from a meandering to a braided river planform. Kraus et al. (2015) proposed an
alternative mechanism based on floodplain deposit architecture. Drier PETM conditions led to a
lower net-sediment flux into the Bighorn Basin. Floodplain accumulation rates decreased, but are
then punctuated by periods of avulsion recognized by thick crevasse splay sequences. In this
scenario, the multi-story sand body measured by Foreman (2014) would be a result of multiple
avulsion events separated by intervals of low sedimentation rates. To summarize, the competing
working hypotheses are either that 1) Willwood Rivers transitioned between a meandering and
braided river planform, 2) increased in the magnitude and potentially rate of lateral migration, 3)
that the avulsion frequency relative to net-sediment aggradation increased in response to the
PETM or, 4) I propose a complimentary null hypothesis where the stratigraphic changes that
Foreman (2014) and Kraus et al. (2015) observe could be produced through no change in the
lateral migration or relative avulsion frequency of Willwood rivers. To test between the multiple
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hypotheses, I use CBSB architecture, bar-deposit architecture as well as mobility and stability
reconstructions (Table 1).

Methods
Channel-belt properties
I conducted field surveys of avulsion-generated channel-belt sand bodies (CBSBs) in four
mapping areas around the Sand Coulee area (Fig. 6). I mapped 28 CBSBs which were identified
following the scheme of Chamberlin & Hajek (2015) where a CBSB is correlated to a laterally
associated package of overbank sediment. When two CBSBs are stacked directly on top of one
another (I.E. Fig. 7) they are differentiated based on the laterally interfingering overbank deposits
and “sawtooth” channel-belt margin geometries (Fig. 7). Measured CBSBs are distributed
between the late-Clarkforkian to Wasatchian-2 mammal zones. I defined late-Clarkforkiancorrelated CBSBs as being Paleocene, Wasatchian-0-correlated CBSBs as being PETM and
CBSBs younger than Wasatchian-1 as being Eocene in age (Fig. 3). I correlated CBSBs to the
mammal-zone biostratigraphy using fossil locality data provided by Phillip Gingerich and
paleosol marker beds found throughout the Sand Coulee area (e.g. Bowen 2001). CBSB
thicknesses were determined in the field using a laser range finder (± 20cm) as well as by
measuring vertical stratigraphic sections. Two-to-three stratigraphic sections were described for
each CBSB at each field-location (Fig. 6), which include grain-size estimates, facies descriptions,
bed-set thicknesses and paleocurrent measurements from the axes of trough cross-beds. In most
cases, the widths of CBSBs were not easily recognized in the field. I used Google Earth imagery
(resolution: 15m/pixel), combined with my field photos to map the lateral widths of CBSBs. The
CBSB widths were then corrected for median CBSB paleocurrent direction. I characterized
avulsion style by describing the trend of lithologies underlying the CBSBs. If the lithologies
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coarsened upwards from mudstone into channel sandstone I classified the avulsion-deposit type
as progradational/transitional. If channel sandstone directly overlaid distal floodplain deposits
(I.E. paleosols), I classified the avulsion-deposit as incisional/sharp. If a CBSB incised into an
underlying CBSB, I counted it as avulsion-reoccupation.

Bar Shape and Preservation
For each CBSB, I collected one-to-two large-scale photo panels (Fig. 7) in order to
characterize the internal channel-belt architecture. My dataset includes 14 panels from 24MP
DSLR photographs (~2cm/pixel) and 18 panels from GigaPan Panaramas (~2cm/pixel) which
range between 50-130MP. Large-scale photo panels were scaled using laser-range finder
measurements and oriented stratigraphic sections. While most of the photo-panels were taken
roughly orthogonal to the outcrop face, some panels were taken at oblique angles and introduced
significant perspective problems. I addressed photo perspective errors by having multiple
measurements of scale spaced across the outcrop. Using the scale markers, I could qualitatively
address the perspective error and make corrections as I saw fit.
On the large-scale photo panels, I used stratigraphic sections to map lithologic facies
associations (Fig. 7A). Using the facies association stacking, stratal geometries and paleoflow
indicators, I mapped the major intra-CBSB bounding surfaces (Fig. 7B). In decreasing scale,
these include channel-belt bounding surfaces, which separate CBSBs (equivalent to the 3rd order
channel complexes of Miall (1985)), intra-channel-belt truncation surfaces, which bound bar
deposits (equivalent to the 2nd order macroform surfaces of Miall (1985)) and clinoform/intra-bar
surfaces, which are the accretion surfaces of a single channel bar (equivalent to the 1st order
accretion surfaces of Miall (1985)). The key architectural units are bar deposit packages, which
are identified using intra-channel-belt truncation surfaces and comformable facies stacking, and
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preserved clinoform surfaces, which are identified by a sigmoidal clinoform shape as well as a
fining upwards trend in facies association that is complete from FA-1 to FA-3.
I identified 37 bar deposits in Paleocene-correlated CBSBs, 55 bar deposits in PETMcorrelated CBSBs and 36 bar deposits in Eocene-correlated CBSBs. From the differentiated bar
deposits, I classify bar deposit preservation, stacking and shape (Fig. 7C). I either classified bar
deposits as being preserved or truncated. Preserved bar deposits exhibited a complete fining
upwards range in facies, from FA-1 at the base to FA-3 at the top. Truncated bar deposits are
erosionally capped by another bar deposit and show an incomplete range of facies. I classified bar
deposit stacking as having lateral, vertical or simple stacking. Laterally stacked bar deposits are
bar deposits that show some lateral-truncation relationship with a lateral bar deposit (Fig. 7C; bar
1 and 2). Vertically stacked bar deposits are bar deposits that show some vertical truncation
relationship with a vertical bar deposit (Fig. 7C; bar 2). Simple stacked bar deposits are bar
deposits that are neither vertically or laterally stacked. Bar deposit preservation is based on facies
associations, while bar deposit stacking is based on spatial relationships. Bar shape refers to the
widths and thicknesses of bar deposits (Fig. 7C). These are determined from the large-scale photo
panels and are not corrected for paleocurrent. Truncated deposit thicknesses come from truncated
bar deposits, while truncated bar deposit widths come from laterally stacked bar deposits.
From the preserved clinoform surfaces, I measured clinoform heights and widths as well
as clinoform-set widths. Clinoform heights are determined from the base of the clinoform surface
where FA-1 is exposed to the “roll-over’ at the clinoform surface top where FA-3 is exposed.
Clinoform width is determined as the lateral distance between the clinoform bottom and top.
Clinoform-set width is determined as the lateral extent of clinoform surfaces within a single bar
deposit. Clinoform persistence was measured as the clinoform-set width normalized by the
clinoform width (Fig. 7C).
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Figure 5. Sand body locations in each of the four mapping areas. Paleocene, PETM and
Eocene-aged sand bodies are colored by purple, green and orange respectively. Age-countours
were determined by sample locality information provided by Phillip Gingerich. The sample
positions are shown as colored circles. Shaded colors differentiate individual sand bodies.
Mapped extents of the CBSBs were determined using Google Earth. Areas where I have field
measurements are indicated by thicker portions of the line. Paleocurrent azimuths are
measurements that were taken remotely from oriented photo panels. Paleocurrent directions are
taken from field measurements. The sand bodies shown in Fig. 7 are Eocene 9, Eocene 10 and
Eocene 11. The panel position is shown on the Three Falls Reservoir Map.
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Morphodynamic Reconstructions
To reconstruct relative paleochannel mobility and Parker stability, I estimated a number
of paleohydrodynamic and paleomorphodynamic parameters from field observations.
Paleochannel mobility was calculated from field data using equation 2. Channel height, h, was
estimated using the clinoform heights, hcf, which are approximately equal to bankfull channel
depths (Mohrig et al. 2000). Channel width, B, was estimated using the clinform widths, Wcf,
which are equal to approximately two-thirds bankfull channel width (Ethridge and Schumm
1977). CBSB widths and thicknesses were determined in the field and using Google Earth
imagery as outlined above. Paleo-channel slope and water discharge were determined following
equations 4 and 5. In addition to channel heights and widths, I had to estimate median bedload
grain size, d50, which was determined in the field through hand sample inspection. I determined
the Parker stability criterion (Equation 2) by using the paleo-reconstructions of channel slope and
water discharge. To evaluate the uncertainty in my reconstructions, I calculated the
paleomorphodynamic parameters within the variability of my own collected data, such as the
minimum and maximum of observed clinoform heights and widths, as well as the uncertainty
associated with the empirical relationships that guide the paleomorphodynamic reconstructions.

Statistical Methods
I used statistical tests to explore the similarities and differences of the measured
properties across time. I employed non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA tests for whether
channel-belt, bar and channel geometries from Paleocene, PETM and Eocene CBSBs were
statistically similar. ANOVA results report the probability that the Paleocen-PETM, PaleoceneEocene and PETM-Eocene properties belong to the same statistical distributions. I employed a
bootstrapping technique to test whether CBSB avulsion-reoccupation, bar deposit preservation
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and bar deposit stacking properties were statistically similar across time. I completed the
bootstrapping analysis separately for these three properties. Taking the bar deposit preservation as
an example, I combined Paleocene-, PETM- and Eocene-aged measurements into a global
dataset. I then resampled 40 bar deposits from the global dataset and determined the percentage of
truncated versus preserved bar deposits from the field measurements for the resampled bar
deposits. I note the percentage of each type of bar preservation and restart the resampling step. I
completed 1000 resample-iterations and generate cumulative density functions from the
histograms of occurrence percentage breakdowns of truncated and preserved bar deposits. I then
compared the percentage of truncated versus preserved bar deposits from my field observations to
the CDF generated through the bootstrapping processes. This method tests the likelihood of
observing my field measurements under the assumption that Paleocene, PETM, and Eocene
CBSBs belong to the same statistical distribution. The difference was statistically significant if
either 5% or 95% of the bootstrap-iterations produce bar deposit percentages that are less than the
field-observed percentage. A graphical treatment of these tests is shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 6. Large-scale photo panel example (a) Photo panel map with stratigraphic surface
architecture. I identify three CBSBs (Eocene 9, Eocene 10 and Eocene 11; location shown in Fig.
5) based on laterally interfingering floodplain deposits and “sawtooth” channel-belt margins. I
also see evidence of clinoform roll over in the upper bar story of Eocene 10. (b) Photo mapped by
facies associations. FA-3 (upper bar facies) is only present in preserved bar deposits. (c) Cartoon
photo panel annotated based on my channel-belt and bar measurements.
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Figure 7. Photos of facies associations. (a) Example of large-scale (>1m) trough cross bedding
in FA-1. This material comes from the thalweg or lower bar of the paleochannel (b) Example of
large-scale (>1m) soft sediment deformation in FA-1. (c) Example of intermediate scale (<1m
>15cm) planar and trough cross-bedding in FA-2. This material comes from a middle bar
position. (d) Example of trough cross-bed sets in FA-2. (e) Organic draped ripple cross-bedding
in FA-3. This material comes from the top of channel bars. (f) Example of overbank deposits
(drab gray and tan) and paleosol deposits (reds and purples) in FA-6. (g) Example of sandy
trough cross-stratified bed in FA-5. This material represents a crevasse splay deposit.
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Results
Facies analysis was conducted to identify channel-belt sand bodies resulting from
channel avulsion and to aid detailed bar mapping (Table 2). Additionally, I characterized
bounding surfaces (following Bridge 1993; Chamberlin and Hajek 2015) to map channel-belt
deposits associated with channel avulsion as well as individual and compound bar deposits.

Major Bounding Surfaces
Channel-belt bounding surfaces: Channel-belt bounding surfaces are the main surfaces
demarcating individual CBSBs (Fig. 6A). They are laterally continuous and may exhibit up to 7m
of relief. They are generally overlain by FA-1 and FA-2, but may truncate underlying FA-6, FA5, FA-4 or the channel-fill associated with older channel-belt sand bodies. Channel-belt
boundaries are often downlap surfaces for bar accretion.
Inter-bar truncation surfaces:

These are major truncation surfaces within a CBSB.

They mark the amalgamation and erosion of separate migrating channel-bars. They are
recognized by truncation surfaces across which there is a large (>90°) divergence in bar accretion
direction and/or paleocurrent as indicated by the internal trough cross-bedding. Commonly these
surfaces disrupt the coherent stacking of facies associations in the bar deposit and may show nonwaltherian stacking between channel-positions. These surfaces mark the bar-set boundaries and
the preserved lateral and vertical extent of a channel-bar deposit in outcrop.
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Facies
Association

FA-1

FA-2

FA-3

FA-4

FA-5

FA-6

Grain Size

Sedimentary
Structures

Upper & Lower
Contacts

Depositional
setting

mL to cU sand;
rounded pebbles;
mudstone clasts

Large-scale (>1m)
trough and planar crossstratification. Largescale soft-sediment
deformation. Pebble and
mudstone clast lenses

Erosive basal
contact. Generally
sharp upper contact

Lower channel
bar; Channel
thalweg

mL to cL sand;
rounded pebbles

Intermediate-scale
(15cm - 1m) trough and
planar crossstratification. Crossstratification can be
laterally persistent
(traceable up to 15m).
Intermediate-scale softsediment deformation
such as recumbently
folded dunes and water
escape structures

Sharp basal contact.
Minor basal scour is
seen. Upper contact
is gradational and
strongly fines
upwards. Bedsets
are often deposited
in inclined packages
with dips up to 15º

Middle channel
bar

mL to vF sand; silt

Small-scale (<15c)
trough and planar crossstratification. Ripple
cross-lamination. Planar
laminated silt and sand

Typically
gradational lower
and upper contacts

Upper channel
bar

fU sand; silt; clay

Thinly laminated
siltstone; small-scale
interbeds of trough and
planar laminated
sandstone; carbonate
concretions

Gradational
underlying contact.
Minor erosive
surfaces within

Abandoned
channel-fill;
mud-plug

Generally erosive
contacts between
finer-grained and
coarser beds. FA-5
will often coarsens
upwards into FA-1

Proximal
overbank
deposition;
including
crevasse splays
and flood
deposits

Generally
gradational contacts;
some internal
truncation surfaces

Distal overbank
deposition;
floodplain

Silt; clay; mL to
vF sand

Mud; silt

Intercalated siltstone and
sandstone; thinly
laminated to massive
siltstone and mudstone
beds. Lensoid sandstone
interbeds with smallscale (<15cm) trough
and planar crossstratification
Structureless mudstone;
carbonate nodules;
horizonation;
slickensides; root
mottling

Table 2. Facies associations and depositional environments
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Intra-bar erosion surfaces: The intra-bar-deposit erosion surfaces are intermediate
surfaces within individual channel-belt deposits. (Fig. 6A) They are internally generated through
the rotation and migration of a single channel bar (e.g., Durkin 2015). While there is evidence for
erosion across these surfaces, the apparent bar migration direction and paleocurrent indicators
remain consistent. Likewise, the stacking of lithofacies associations remains coherent in that the
general fining-upwards succession continues across the surface. I grouped packages on either side
of these surfaces as belonging to the same bar-set despite the evidence for minor morphodynamic
disturbance.
Bar accretion surfaces: Bar accretion surfaces (Fig. 6A) are equivalent to clinoform
surfaces and represent the paleo-surface of accreting channel-bars. They are sigmoidal in crosssection and often downlap onto inter-bar and intra-channel-belt surfaces. However, the flat-lying
tops of bar accretion surfaces are rarely preserved in my outcrops. The maximum dip angle is
~15°. In cross-sections cut along bar-strike, these surfaces may appear flat lying.

Channel-belt properties
Channel-belt scale measurements are presented in Table 3. The dataset includes CBSBs that
are exposed parallel and transverse to paleocurrent, which is at a median azimuth of 345° in the
Sand Coulee area. Each CBSB mapped falls within the classification of sheet sand bodies (cf.
Gibling 2006) and range in width-to-thickness between 15-200. Internally, the CBSBs contain an
average of 1-4 vertically stacked stories and >2 laterally stacked stories (Fig. 8). Within each
CBSB, the number of laterally stacked stories typically outnumbers the number of vertically
stacked stories. Progradational/aggradational avulsion is likely the mode avulsive style in the
Willwood River system, evidenced by the preponderance of crevasse-splays beneath channels and
their tendency to coarsen and thicken upward (Jones and Hajek 2012). Over 90% of the CBSBs
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measured are underlain by a coarsening upwards succession of FA-6 to FA-5. Basal CBSB
surfaces have up to 7m of relief, but always cut into crevasse splay deposits (FA-5) rather than
underlying paleosols.

Bar Preservation
The median Willwood channel reach had a bankfull depth of 5.5m and channel width of 37m.
Roughly 70% of the measured bar deposits are either stacked laterally or vertically. There is only
one occurrence where a CBSB is composed of a single channel bar deposit (Fig. 8: Eocene 4).
There is a general trend in the type of bar deposit stacking present and its position within a
CBSB. Preserved bar deposits – those that show evidence for upper bar facies - are only present
at the top of CBSBs and when undisturbed by subsequent avulsion-reoccupation events. Bar
deposits located lower in the CBSBs are almost always reworked laterally and/or vertically by
crosscutting channel bar deposits. The amalgamated nature of the CBSBs means that the
dominant facies expressed within channel deposits are FA-1 and FA-2, which are derived from
the higher energy portions of the channel.

Channel mobility and morphodynamics
The mobility analysis reconstruction for Willwood rivers falls well within the parameter
space for a single-branch meandering river (Fig. 9). The calculated values of M and e (Table 3)
are based on the estimated values of median bankfull channel depth (h) from bar clinoforms;
channel width (B) from bar width, and median bedload grain size (d50) from facies FA-1 or FA-2.
Regardless of the age of the channel deposit, I found consistent d50 values of medium-lower to
coarse-lower sand (median: 0.350mm) and following Hajek and Wolinsky (2012: Fig. 18) I used
a constant Cd value of 0.006.
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Trends across age
Statistical tests for the significance of channel-belt and bar properties are presented in
Table 4. There is no statistical difference in CBSB or channel aspect ratios between the
Paleocene, PETM, and Eocene-aged deposits. Additionally, within the CBSBs, the bar deposit
stacking types and preservation show statistically similar distributions. The channel architecture
style for each time interval is multistory and multi-lateral sand bodies with vertically and laterally
truncated bar deposits. Likewise, the paleohydraulic reconstructions of S, Qw, e and M show no
statistical differences between the Paleocene, PETM and Eocene. The only bar measurement with
statistically significant differences across time periods is the persistence of bar clinoforms. The
only channel-belt measurement with statistically significant differences across time periods is the
degree of avulsion-reoccupation. There are no cases of avulsion-reoccupation in the Paleocene,
while half of the PETM CBSBs and slightly less than half of the Eocene CBSBs show signs of
avulsion-reoccupation.

Table 3. (Next page) Summary table of channel-belt, bar and paleomorphodynamic
measurements. Avulsion deposit type describes the underlying material the channel is cutting
into. Truncated bar deposit width and thicknesses describe the geometry of deposits that are
truncated either laterally or vertically by other bar deposits.
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Channel-Belt Properties
Channel-belt sand body thickness (m)
Channel-belt sand body width (m)
Median number of vertical stories
Paleocurrent direction (azimuth)
Paleoflow Estimates
Clinoform heights (m)
Preserved bar deposit thickness (m)
Median Dune Heights (m)
Avulsion Style
Deposit type
Max incision/relief (m)
% of CBSB with avulsion reocpuation
Bar Shape and Preservation
Truncated Bar deposit thickness (m)
Truncated bar deposit width (m)
Clinoform Width (m)
Clinoform-set width (m)
Clinoform persistence
Preservation (% of mapped bars)
Truncated
Preserved
Stacking association (% of bars per CBSB)
Lateral stacking
Vertical stacking
Morphodynamic Reconstructions
Slope (m/m)
Water discharge, Qw
Parker stability, ε
Channel mobility, M

Max
11.5
1500
3

St. Dev.
2.2
384
0.5
64°

2.5
2.4
0.10

Min
3.0
336
1

4.0
4.4
0.41

Median
7.5
674
2
335°

7.0
6.0
1.4

Max
12.6
985
4

1.9
1.4
0.27

St. Dev.
3.3
237
0.8
61°

3.0
3.0
0.12

Min
5.3
150
1

5.0
5.0
0.47

Median
7.3
550
2
3°

6.9
7.0
1.4

Max
13.0
717
3

1.3
1.3
0.29

St. Dev.
2.2
208
0.7
65°

Eocene

Median
7.0
680
2
340°
1.5
1.0
0.23

PETM

Min
4.0
117
1

6.5
6.0
1.2

Paleocene

Number of
measurements, n
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 73, Pet: 49, Eo: 38
4.2
4.2
0.37

4.1
52.0
23.6
60.7
2.6

5.2
73.9
34.0
77.1
2.9

0.92
14.3
8.0
18.9
0.4

Progradational/Transitional
4.22
6
1.25
36%

3.8
3.0
0.15

7.0
102.0
31.4
95.4
3.6

1.8

4.2
51.8
25.1
48.7
2.5

Progradational/Transitional
4.1
6
1.05
50%

Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 11, Pet: 12, Eo: 12
Pal: 29, Pet: 95, Eo: 55

2

1

Progradational/Transitional
2.1
5.5
1.58
0%

Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11

2.9
16.7
13.0
28.3
1.8

56%
44%

0.89
24.7
6.8
13.7
0.10

60%
40%

56%
41%

4.7
90.8
34.2
63.0
1.0
64%
36%

72%
38%

3.5
38.5
24.9
39.8
1.6

2.5
35.25
12.1
34.4
1.8

2.1
16.0
17.6
31.6
1.6

1.6
27.2
7.0
25.8
0.6

Pal: 14, Pet: 16, Eo: 13
Pal: 17, Pet: 23, Eo: 19
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36
Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36

54%
43%

0.00004 0.00018 0.00114 0.00035 0.00003 0.00023 0.00169 0.00053 0.00004 0.00019 0.00120 0.00037
45
277
1361
458
23
221
1346
470
29
257
1437
496
0.002
0.007
0.037
0.013
0.001
0.010
0.050
0.002
0.002
0.007
0.028
0.009
1
16
44
13
4
11
56
12
2
11
39
10

Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36
Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
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(a)
Channel-Belt Properties
Channel-belt sand body thickness
Channel-belt sand body width
Paleocurrent direction
Paleoflow depth Estimates
Clinoform heights
Preserved bar deposit thickness
Median Dune Heights
Avulsion Style
Max incision/relief
Bar Shape and Preservation
Truncated Bar deposit thickness
Truncated bar deposit width
Clinoform Width
Clinoform-set width
Lateral mobility
Morphodynamic Reconstructions
Slope
Water discharge, Qw
Channel mobility, M

Number of measurements,
n
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11
Pal: 73, Pet: 49, Eo: 38

PaleocenePETM

PaleoceneEocene

PETMEocene

0.90
0.97
0.72

0.91
0.33
0.68

1.00
0.45
0.82

Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 11, Pet: 12, Eo: 12
Pal: 29, Pet: 95, Eo: 55

0.99
0.95
0.60

0.77
0.59
0.59

0.61
0.77
0.99

Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11

0.12

0.07

0.99

Pal: 14, Pet: 16, Eo: 13
Pal: 17, Pet: 23, Eo: 19
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5

0.65
0.86
0.83
0.55
0.03

1.00
0.73
0.73
0.71
0.07

0.61
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.98

Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 4, Pet: 7, Eo: 5
Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11

0.60
0.88
0.80

0.97
0.66
0.30

0.47
0.92
0.70

Number of measurements,
n

Paleocene Population

PETM Population

Eocene Population

Pal: 9, Pet: 8, Eo: 11

0.001

0.99

0.70

Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36
Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36

0.53
0.47

0.32
0.68

0.16
0.84

Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36
Pal: 37, Pet: 55, Eo: 36

0.14
0.61

0.90
0.36

0.21
0.51

(b)
Channel-Belt Properties
Avulsion Style
% of channel-belts with avulsion reocpuation
Bar Shape and Preservation
Preservation (% of mapped bars)
Truncated
Preserved
Stacking association (% of bars per channel-belt)
Lateral stacking
Vertical stacking

Table 4. Summary table of channel-belt, bar and paleomorphodynamic statistics. (a)
Summary table of p-value results from ANOVA tests. The ANOVA tests the null hypothesis that
the samples of Paleocene, PETM and Eocene measurements belong to the same population. I
used a cutoff p-value of 0.05 for the point at which I reject the null hypothesis and the two agesamples are likely from different populations. (b) Statistical test based on bootstrapping. The
reported percentages are the percentage of resample-iterations that produce stacking and
preservation samples below my observed field values. A more detailed explanation can be found
in Appendix B.
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Figure 8. Compilation of all mapped channel-belt sand bodies. Schematic representation of all
individual mapped avulsion channel-belt sand bodies arranged in approximate stratigraphic order
and position in study area. Important paleosol deposits are beds that are commonly used for
correlation in the northern Bighorn Basin. Extent of mapped bar deposits is colored to indicate
preservation; gray area shows maximum extent of CBSB mapped in Google Earth. See Fig. 5 for
each sand body location. Bold black boundaries indicate avulsion reoccupation by overlying
CBSBs (e.g. PETM 1 and PETM 2).
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Figure 9. Mobility diagram for the Willwood formation and modern rivers. modified from
Jerolmack and Mohrig (2007). My mobility and hydraulic reconstructions are plotted in color.
This analysis would place the Willwood rivers in the realm of single-branch meandering rivers.
The d50 and channel depths remain constant through time. As such, I use the same drag
coefficient for Paleocene, PETM and Eocene deposits.
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Discussion
Changes in mobility and stability
The mobility and stability analysis, combined with the measurements of bar deposit
preservation, stacking and geometry suggest a clear resilience of river planform and potential
insensitivity in the lateral migration of the Willwood rivers in response to the PETM climate
change. My estimates for M and e suggest that Willwood rivers were single-branch, meandering
rivers. This is consistent with conventional interpretations of Willwood sandstone channel
deposits (e.g. Neasham and Vondra 1972; Kraus and Middleton 1987). Over 60% of the mapped
bar deposits were either laterally or vertically stacked as well as over 60% of bar deposits showed
low preservation of upper bar facies (Table 3). The stacking and preservation of channel bar
deposits suggests that the Willwood rivers had well-developed channel-belts and were highly
mobile within their channel-belts relative to avulsion frequency. Poorly preserved bar deposits
within channel-belt deposits have been observed in numerical and experimental models of
laterally mobile meandering rivers (Van de Lageweg 2016a).
There is no statistical difference in the style of bar preservation, geometry and stacking,
as well as the magnitude of mobility, stability and slope reconstructions across time (Table 4).
The PETM-correlated CBSBs lack any of the potential indicators that would suggest a transition
from a meandering to a braided river planform. Bed-load grain-sizes remain consistent and bar
deposits are predominantly bank-attached, laterally accreting in-channel features. Consistent bar
deposit preservation and M values also suggests that the lateral migration of the Willwood Rivers
did not significantly change. The one measurement I do see a statistical difference in is with the
persistence of clinoform surfaces (Table 4). While the increased clinoform persistence may
suggest that the relative magnitude of lateral migration increased slightly in response to the
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PETM, the persistence measurement is untested by validating models and would require
independent supporting evidence to make a stronger case.
The overall similarity of Willwood channel deposits through time is surprising because of
the significant reduction in vegetation density, reduced MAP and increased precipitation
seasonality that may have occurred during the PETM (Wing et al. 2005, Baczynski et al. 2017).
Channel braiding as well as lateral channel migration are thought to be functions of the bank
erodibility, water discharge and sediment flux, which are all parameters that should be affected by
the proposed PETM changes (Nanson and Hickin 1983; Hickin and Nanson 1984; Schumm and
Thorrne 1989; Sun et al., 1996). The inconsistency between PETM climate changes, river
mobility controls and apparent resilience of river migration and stability introduces two potential
conclusions, either that the PETM ecological and climate changes were not high enough in
magnitude to disrupt the fluvial system, or that the Willwood rivers were not “primed” to
respond, and that the rivers were too imbedded in their mobility parameter space to effectively
feel any climate forcing.

Changes in relative avulsion frequency
The most significant difference in fluvial architecture between the Paleocene, PETM, and
Eocene is the degree of avulsion-reoccupation present on the tops of CBSBs. No Paleocene
CBSBs show evidence for avulsion-reoccupation while roughly 40% of the PETM and 20% of
the Eocene CBSBs do. The increased occurrence of avulsion-reoccupation indicates that there
was an apparent increase in the avulsion frequency relative to the net-floodplain aggradation
during the PETM. This is consistent with the hypothesis proposed by Kraus et al. (2015).
However, the apparent increase in relative avulsion frequency could either be a true increase in
the relative avulsion frequency or a false positive and is an artifact of the spatial variability of
CBSB locations combined with the size of my mapping areas. There are two potential
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mechanisms that could generate true increases in the relative avulsion frequency. First, a decrease
in the net-floodplain aggradation while keeping avulsion frequency relatively constant. Second, a
change in avulsion dynamics (e.g. avulsion style) could lead to more frequent avulsions.
The idea that changes in channel-belt stacking – or avulsion reoccupation – could arise
from changes in sediment supply relative to accommodation creation was first explored by
Leeder (1978), Allen (1978) and Bridge and Leeder (1979). In their models, low netsedimentation rates (I.E. low rates of accommodation creation) meant an avulsing channel would
have a higher probability of landing close to or on top of a previously deposited channel-belt
assuming constant avulsion frequency. Kraus and Middleton (1987) suggested the similarity
between the Willwood Formation channel and floodplain deposits to the model of Bridge and
Leeder (1979). Kraus and Middleton (1987) suggests that the multi-story sand bodies found in the
northern Bighorn basin – the same deposits measured in this study – correlate to intervals of
increased paleosol development and low apparent basin-sediment accumulation rates. While
basin-sediment accumulation rates are thought to continuously decrease from Tiffanian- to
Wasatchian-time, there is mixed evidence for short-timescale negative fluctuations in basinsediment accumulation during the PETM event. Kraus and Riggins (2007) proposes that more
intensely developed PETM-aged paleosol deposits suggest a significantly lower basin-sediment
accumulation rate, but sediment accumulation rates calculated from the Wa-0 mammal zone in
the northern Bighorn Basin (e.g. Bowen 2001) suggest relatively consistent accumulation rates,
decreasing slightly from 50cm/kyr in the Paleocene (Kraus and Wells 1999) to 44cm/kyr during
the PETM. Connecting any potential decrease in sediment accumulation rate to climate forcing is
quite difficult. Kraus et al.(2015) proposed that the decreased MAP during the PETM would
have led to reduced long-term sediment supply into the basin during the PETM. Floodplain
deposits were then relatively starved of sediment and became more intensely developed. It is
difficult to confirm this mechanism as we do not have depositional records of the upland
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catchments. However, attributing sediment supply changes to the PETM is not straightforward
because the Laramide mountain ranges associated with the Bighorn basin remained active
through the Early Eocene and that the granitic pre-Cambrian basement rocks were potentially
unroofed during the same time-period (Fan and Carrapa 2014). Subsidence reconstructions cannot
match the resolution of the PETM interval and detailed provenance studies targeting PETMcorrelated changes have not been undertaken.
The second scenario to explain a true increase in avulsion-reoccupation at the PETM is a
change in avulsion dynamics and avulsion frequency of the river system. The timescales at which
river systems avulse are controlled by the processes by which rivers exchange sediment and water
between the active channel and its floodplain (Mohrig et al. 2000; Slingerland and Smith 2004;
Hajek and Edmonds 2014). It is possible if floodplain incision rates significantly change during
the PETM, that avulsion style could shift from the exclusively progradational style of the
Paleocene to a more incisional style. A shift in avulsion style would represent a significant
disturbance in the sediment routing system between the active channel and the floodplains,
potentially building critical super-elevation at faster timescales or increasing water-surface slope
gradients and leading to more frequent avulsions. In my dataset, I see little direct evidence for
changing avulsion styles between the Paleocene, PETM and Eocene. When floodplain material is
preserved underneath CBSBs, it is typically the coarsening upwards succession of crevasse splay
deposits. However, roughly 50% of the PETM-CBSB basal contacts are erosional avulsionreoccupation surfaces with an underlying CBSB. The coarsening upwards succession of a
progradational avulsion is not present when the CBSB basal contact is an avulsion-reoccupation
surface and constraining the avulsions style is difficult in these cases. A change in avulsion
dynamics could be consistent with the observations of Kraus et al. (2015) from PETM-aged
floodplain deposits. In the Polecat Bench area, Kraus et al. (2015) noted a decreased occurrence
of avulsion-generated crevasse splay deposits during the PETM. Avulsion-generated crevasse
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splay deposits are common throughout the Paleocene and Eocene Willwood Formation and are
indicative of a progradational avulsion style (e.g. Kraus 1996). The reduced occurrence of the
avulsion-generated crevasse splay deposits during the PETM could be evidence for a changing
avulsion style.

Autogenic Channel-belt stacking
It is possible that the apparent increase in relative avulsion frequency I observed can be
produced without any change in avulsion or floodplain sedimentation dynamics. Self-organized
river processes – such as avulsion – can generate a range of channel-belt stacking patterns in the
stratigraphic record. Self-organized river processes are referred to as river autogenics, in contrast
to allogenic processes such as climate forcing (Fig. 10). Physical and numerical modeling have
shown that sedimentary systems can exhibit long-timescale self-organization that produces nonrandom stratigraphy (e.g. Hajek et al. 2010). The three stacking patterns I have outlined are 1)
randomly stacked CBSBs that avulse to random positions (Fig. 10), 2) compensationally stacked
CBSBs that are drawn to the lowest portions of floodplain upon avulsion (Fig. 10), and 3)
clustered CBSBs that are either limited by their avulsion hop-length or predisposed to frequently
avulse to the same basinal positions (Fig. 10; Edmonds et al. 2016). Channel-belt clustering has
been observed within the Williams Fork Formation (Piceance Basin, CO), Blackhawk Formation
(Uinta Basin, UT) and Ferris formation (Hanna Basin, WY) (Hajek 2010; Hoffman et al. 2011;
Hampson et al. 2012; Chamberlin et al. 2016). Correctly recognizing the pattern of autogenic
channel-belt stacking requires a dataset that encompasses the spatial variability of the channelbelt stacking. I compare the vertical and lateral extent of my study area in the Bighorn basin (Fig.
10) and compare the spatial scale of my study area to equivalently scaled samples in numerical
models. My two field locations are 7.5 km away and roughly downstream from one another. The
cross-stream width of my sample window was roughly 2.5 median Willwood channel-belts wide
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and roughly 23 median channel-belts thick. It seems possible that the increase in apparent relative
avulsion frequency during the PETM can be explained by either random or weakly clustered
autogenic channel-belt stacking. Spatially significant datasets would be required to either confirm
or refute the role of autogenic channel-belt stacking in driving the stratigraphic changes I observe.

Implications
The lack of any indicators of significant river mobility change in response to the PETM is
in stark contrast to PETM-correlated stratigraphic changes observed in similar terrestrial basins.
For example, the Wasatch Formation of the Piceance basin, located roughly 500km south of the
Bighorn Basin, exhibits a radical change in lithology and architecture between Paleocene and
PETM-aged CBSBs (Foreman 2012). The contrasting PETM-alluvial responses highlights the
question, what does the lack of response in the Willwood rivers suggest about how climate
signals are propagated through river networks? One hypothesis is that the axial Willwood river
systems, which receive water and sediment from multiple mountain ranges, potentially integrate
the hydrologic, sedimentological and climatic signatures of each source area. During an extreme
climate event such as the PETM, integrating the variability between source areas could
potentially dampen the water discharge and sediment supply changes that occur in the uplands by
the time sediment and water reach the axial trunk river systems. In this scenario, climate
variability in the upland catchments shred the true magnitude of the climate signal to the point at
which it is not easily recognized in the rock record (Jerolmack and Paola 2010). Following the
mobility and stability reconstructions, in order to push the Willwood rivers from a meandering to
a braided river planform, the PETM climate event would have had to have increase in grain-size,
decrease in bankfull channel-depth (Fig. 11), or increase the maximum estimated channel width
by nearly 600% (from 51 to 300m). With this in mind, it is apparent why it is unlikely that the
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Willwood Rivers shifted in river planform and raises the questions of what depositional settings
or magnitude of climate events would be required to force river planform transitions?
It is still a possibility that avulsion dynamics changed and that the relationship between
the channels and floodplains was disrupted during the PETM. The Willwood formation has a rich
history of work tying together the sedimentology and geochemistry of channel and floodplain
depositional settings (e.g. Kraus 1987). One could target floodplain incision magnitudes, patterns
and maturity with a keen awareness of the spatial variability of the Willwood river system and
proximity to major CBSBs. Additionally, I was not able to reject the null hypothesis case and that
the observed stratigraphic changes are a product of autogenically-driven channel-belt stacking.
From a data collection perspective, the Willwood formation exposure seems substantial. When
compared to the relative scale required to statistically assess the spatial variability within fluvial
stratigraphic architecture, a basin-wide effort would be required to capture enough Willwood
Formation stratigraphy.
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Figure 10. Examples of autogenic clustering and large-scale Willwood architecture. (Left)
“Random,” “Compensational,” and “Clustered” are all styles of autogenic channel-belt stacking.
The panels provided above are synthetic stratigraphic panels from numerical modeling from
Chamberlin and Hajek (2015). Channel-belt sand bodies (CBSBs) are shown as black boxes. The
Willwood field data panel is taken from orthorectifeid Google Earth imagery. Red boxes are
equivalently scales measurement windows (as normalized by channel-belt heights and widths).
CBSBs are mapped and colored by age. (Right) Comparisons between apparent architecture from
equivalently scaled samples. Intervals with condensed CBSBs can be produce with either random
or clustered stacking.
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Figure 11. River planform parameter space. Thick black line is the boundary between
meandering river and braided river stability for a range of channel depths and grain sizes. The
boundary was calculated using a constant channel width of 37m and a critical Parker stability of
0.4.
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Conclusion
The goal of this study was to show how lateral channel migration and avulsion threshold
is critical in understanding the geologic preservation of fluvial sediments and that we can use
these parameters to quantify the mobility of ancient rivers. The field study and mobility analysis
presented show that the Willwood Formation rivers had high rates of lateral migration and were
able to rework much of their channel-belt between avulsion events. This relationship is confirmed
by the poor lateral and vertical preservation of channel-bar deposits. In response to extreme
global warming through the PETM, the mobility of the Willwood rivers proved to be insensitive.
The larger implications of this result could be that the ecological and climate changes recorded in
the Bighorn Basin during the PETM did not necessarily translate into a significant hydrodynamic
disturbance. Alternatively, it could mean that the Willwood river dynamics were resilient to any
hydrodynamic disturbance. It’s unclear whether this fluvial resilience would a function of the
Willwood river’s position in mobility parameter space or a function of the cumulative effect of
the potentially changing boundary conditions. It may be possible to compare the boundary
conditions present within the Willwood Formation and Wasatch Formation – a deposit where an
undeniable change in channel-belt architecture takes place during the PETM (Foreman 2012) – to
explore the role of magnitude versus morphology in priming fluvial-climate response. This work
is a stepping stone to explore which modern systems may be susceptible to future climate change.
We can compare the Willwood rivers to modern analogs like the Brazos Red Rivers (Texas,
USA) to make predictions about their future response – or lack thereof - to global warming and
test my own hypotheses regarding the ancient response to the PETM. By applying this framework
to other ancient deposits, we may be able to tease apart the roles of grain size gradients, slopes,
vegetation, as well as other parameters in priming fluvial response to changing climate, thus
providing an added dimension to make predictions about which modern rivers are most
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susceptible to undergo fundamental morphodynamic changes. The workflow that I applied in this
study can be refined further by validating the conceptual model, as well as the preservation,
stacking and persistence measurements. This is the motivation for the modeling work presented in
Appendix C.
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Appendix A:

Mapping Locations and Photo Panels

Saddle Mountain Mapping Area

Data Summary
Description:
These data include Gigapan photo-panels, measured sections, field notes,
and interpreted photo panels for the Sand Coulee Rim location. The data was collected in the
Bighorn Basin during the summer of 2016. The interpreted sand body maps were completed in
the winter of 2016. Data collected is dated to the Paleocene, PETM and Eocene and comes from
approximately 180m of total stratigraphy.
Location:
The Saddle Mountain site is located on Saddle Mountain and Flat Top
mountain off of Sand Coulee Road. You drive north on highway 294 and take a left onto Little
Sand Coulee Road. The Paleocene section on Saddle Mountain begins roughly 1.3km north of
Little Sand Coulee road towards the southeast corner of Saddle Mountain. There is little Eoceneaged exposure on the mountain. The full extent of sand bodies cannot be determined here.

Figure A.1.: Google Earth image of the mapped sand body locations in the Saddle Mountain
dataset. Paleocene-aged deposits are colored in purple, PETM-aged deposits are colored in green
and Eocene-aged deposits are colored in orange
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Figure A.2. Location of each CBSB in the Saddle Mountain mapping area. Individual CBSBs are
denoted by color shading and their associated age is denoted by color. Azimuth paleocurrents
were determined from oriented photo-panels. Directional paleocurrents were determined in the
field.

Field Notes:
Field notes are hosted digitally. The dates associated with the Saddle Mountain
work are:
7/8/16, 7/9/16, 7/11/16, 7/12/16, 7/13/16, 7/14/16, 7/23/16, 7/24/16, 7/25/16, 7/29/16
They can be found at:
https://1drv.ms/o/s!AjlmPhl22eu6gQgMG4d1zXBMI8-m
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Age

Photo Panel Name

Latitude

Longitude

Sand Bodies in Panel

Paleocene

SM_P3

44.821196

-109.040901

Paleocene 1

Paleocene
Paleocene

FT_P1
SM_P4a

44.832478
44.821706

-109.016094
-109.043433

Paleocene 9
Paleocene 2

Paleocene

SM_P4b

44.822027

-109.044240

Paleocene 2

Paleocene
Paleocene

SM_P1
SM_P2

44.822754
44.821445

-109.049200
-109.045067

Paleocene 3
Paleocene 4

Paleocene

SM_P5

44.821865

-109.049551

Paleocene 4

PETM
PETM
PETM
PETM
PETM

SM_PETM1_westrim
SM_PETM1_eastrim
SM_PETM2
SM_PETM4
SM_PETM3

44.817311
44.817978
44.820670
44.817635
44.819772

-109.049475
-109.048759
-109.045482
-109.047217
-109.059359

PETM1, PETM2, PETM3
PETM1, PETM2, PETM3
PETM1, PETM2
PETM1, PETM2, PETM3
PETM1, PETM2

PETM
PETM/Eocene
Eocene
Eocene

SM_PETM5
SM_Eocene3
SM_Eocene2
SM_Eocene4

44.820577
44.819662
44.819290
44.817361

-109.051896
-109.046977
-109.055665
-109.053185

PETM2, PETM3, PETM4
PETM3, Eocene 1
Eocene 1
Eocene 1, Eocene 2

Table A.1: Summary of Saddle Mountain photo panels. This includes what the panel file
is named, the approximate location of the mapped area and what channel-belt sand bodies are
identified in the panel.

Photo Panels:
Below are the mapped photo panels for the Saddle Mountain area. The figures include
three parts. (top) Field data taken from a particular location on the sand body. This includes grain
sizes, sample locations, and referenced paleocurrent measurement. This image is not always
present. Some of the panels are taken of sand bodies that were inaccessible in the field. (middle)
Mapped fluvial architecture. This includes channel-belt bounding surfaces, intra-channel-belt
surfaces, and intra-bar surfaces. (bottom) Cartoon panel with the sand body and bar names and
the bar deposit preservation.
Photo panels can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/5qf85n9657
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Panel Name: SM_P3
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 1. The panel includes four bar deposits.
The bottom three are truncated, while the top is preserved.
Date(s) worked: 7/8, 7/9
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Panel Name: FT_P1
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 9. The panel includes two bar deposits.
The bottom is truncated, while the top is preserved.
Date(s) worked: 7/1

57

Panel Name: SM_P4a
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 2. The panel includes one preserved bar
deposits. There is additional field data for the backside of this CBSB.
Date(s) worked: 7/9/16, 7/23/16

Paleocene 2

58

Panel Name: SM_P4b
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 2. There is only one exposed bar deposit in
the panel. The deposit fines upwards. The main cliff is composed of large-scale trough crossbedded sandstone.
Date(s) worked: 7/9/16, 7/23/16

Paleocene 2

59

Panel Name: SM_P1
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 3. I identify three bar deposits in Paleocene
3. They are vertically stacked. The bottom one, P3_1 is truncates while the other two grade into
upper bar facies.
Date(s) worked: 7/12/16
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Panel Name: SM_P2
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 4. I identify six bar deposits within
Paleocene 4. The bottom 4 bar deposits are vertically stacked and truncated while the top two are
preserved.
Date(s) worked: 7/12/16
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Panel Name: SM_P5
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 4. I identify three bar deposits within the
panel. From this angle, the tops of the sand bodies are hard to constrain. I have field data from
this specific location. Bar deposits grade into fine-grained upper bar facies.
Date(s) worked: 7/12/16
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Panel Name: SM_PETM1_westrim
Description: Panel includes three CBSBs, PETM 1, PETM 2, and PETM 3. I identify three bar
deposits in PETM 1. The lateral contacts between these deposits is hard to determine. I identify
10 bar deposits in PETM 2. These are all truncated and a mixture of laterally and vertically
stacked. This particular sand body may be two CBSBs with a cryptic avulsion surface in the
middle. I chose to group the whole deposit.
Date(s) worked: 7/24/16, 7/29/16
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Panel Name: SM_PETM1_eastrim
Description: Panel includes three CBSBs, PETM 1, PETM 2 and PETM 3. I identify one bar
deposit in PETM 1. Bar PETM1_4 is truncated, but shows clear accretion. I identify five bar
deposits in PETM 2. These are both laterally and vertically stacked and truncated. I identify two
bar deposits in PETM 4. These are preserved and vertically stacked.
Date(s) worked: 7/24/16, 7/29/16

4
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Panel Name: SM_PETM2
Description: Panel includes two CBSBs, PETM 1 and PETM 2. I identify two bar deposits in
PETM 1. The bottom is truncated while the top is preserved. I identify one preserved bar deposit
in PETM 2.
Date(s) worked: 7/13/16

PETM 2

PETM 1
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Panel Name: SM_PETM4
Description: I chose to only map the furthest face on the photo panel. The other faces are
roughly equivalent to faces captured in other photo panels. There are three CBSBs in this photo
panel, PETM 1, PETM 2 and PETM 3. I identify one bar deposit in PETM 1. I identify three bar
deposits in PETM 2. I identify one bar deposit in PETM 3. The only preserved bar deposit is
PETM3_6.
Date(s) worked: 6/27/16
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Panel Name: SM_PETM3
Description: Panel includes two CBSBs, PETM 1 and PETM 2. I identify two bar deposits in
PETM 1. These are laterally stacked and truncated. I identify two bar deposits in PETM 2. These
are vertically stacked. The top-most bar deposit is preserved.
Date(s) worked: 7/11/16

67

Panel Name: SM_PETM5
Description: Panel includes three CBSBs, PETM 2, PETM 3 and PETM 4. PETM 2 is
truncated by PETM 3 in the panel. I identify one preserved bar deposit in PETM 1. I identify
eight bar deposits in PETM 2. They are a mix of laterally and vertically stacked, but generally
truncated. I identify three bar deposits in PETM 3. The lowermost is truncated while the top two
are preserved.
Date(s) worked: 7/12/16
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Panel Name: SM_Eocene3
Description: I originally had mapped this as Eocene in the field. I then re-assigned the lowermost sand body to the PETM. The upper sand body is still Eocene in age. The upper sand body
however is not included into the dataset due to poor exposure. Panel includes two CBSBs, PETM
3 and Eocene 1. I identified three bar deposits in PETM 3. PETM3_7 is isolated and lateral
relationship with the other two bar deposits is hard to constrain. PETM3_6 and PETM3_8 are
vertically stacked.
Date(s) worked: 7/14/16
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Panel Name: SM_Eocene2
Description: Panel includes two CBSBs, Eocene 1 and Eocene 2. I identified four bar deposits
in Eocene 1. These are all truncated and are laterally/ vertically stacked. I identified four bar
deposits in Eocene 2. E2_3 is preserved, while the rest are truncated.
Date(s) worked: 7/29/16
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Panel Name: SM_Eocene4
Description: Panel includes five CBSBs, Eocene 4, Eocene 5, Eocene 6, Eocene 7 and Eocene
8. I identify one preserved bar deposit in Eocene 4. I identify two truncated bar deposits in
Eocene 5. I identify four laterally stacked bar deposits in Eocene 6. I identify three laterally
stacked bar deposits in Eocene 7. I identify two laterally stacked bar deposits and one vertically
stacked bar deposits in Eocene 8.
Date(s) worked: 7/17/16
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Paleocurrent reference

Table A.2. Paleocurrent measurements that are placed onto the mapped photo panels.
Each measurement is graded and has a corresponding explanation of where the measurement
comes from. Note: these are not all of the paleocurrent measurements taken from Saddle
Mountain. Some measurements are not taken from areas captured in photo panels. These
measurements can be found in Appendix B as well as in my field notes.
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Sand Coulee Rim Mapping Area

Data Summary
Description:
These data include Gigapan photo-panels, measured sections, field notes,
and interpreted photo panels for the Sand Coulee Rim location. The data was collected in the
Bighorn Basin during the summer of 2017. The interpreted sand body maps were completed in
the winter of 2017. Data collected is dated to the Paleocene, PETM and Eocene and comes from
approximately 180m of total stratigraphy.
Location:
The Sand Coulee Rim site is located approximately 3.5km from highway
294. The Paleocene data is taken from sand bodies located near the “floor” of Sand Coulee, while
the PETM and Eocene are located in the cliffs towards the south. To get to this location take the
first left onto a dirt road after you drop down into the Sand Coulee area.

Figure A.4. Google Earth map of the mapped sand body locations in the Sand Coulee Rim
dataset. Paleocene-aged deposits are colored in red, PETM-aged deposits are colored in Blue and
Eocene-aged deposits are colored in green. Sand body age is determined using fossil locality data
provided by Phillip Gingerich.
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Figure A.5. Location of each CBSB in the Sand Coulee Rim mapping area. Individual CBSBs
are denoted by color shading and their associated age is denoted by color. Azimuth paleocurrents
were determined from oriented photo-panels. Direction paleocurrents were determined in the
field.

Latitude

Longitude

Sand Bodies in Panel

Paleocene
Paleocene
Paleocene
Paleocene
Paleocene
Paleocene
Paleocene
Paleocene
PETM
PETM
PETM
Eocene
Eocene

Photo
Panel
Name
SS_P1a
SS_P1b
SS_P3a
SS_P3b
SS_P4
SS_P5
PE_P1a
PE_P1b
SS_PETM2
SS_PETM4
SS_PETM1
SS_E1
SS_E2

44.788948
44.787703
44.787035
44.786444
44.78622
44.781518
44.791176
44.792869
44.776992
44.77423
44.773394
44.771208
44.773016

-108.975354
-108.972921
-108.974866
-108.974311
-108.966268
-108.98054
-108.94015
-108.938088
-108.989172
-108.983358
-108.986725
-108.985643
-108.98857

Eocene

SS_E4

44.773403

-108.99529

Paleocene 5
Paleocene 5
Paleocene 6
Paleocene 6
Paleocene 6
Paleocene 7
Paleocene 8
Paleocene 8
PETM 5, PETM 6, PETM 7
PETM 6
PETM 7, PETM 8
Eocene 3
Eocene 4
Eocene 5, Eocene 6, Eocene 7,
Eocene 8

Age

Table A.3: Summary of Sand Coulee Rim photo panels. This includes what the panel file is
named, the approximate location of the mapped area and what sand bodies are identified in the
panel.
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Field Notes:
Field notes are hosted digitally. The dates associated with the Saddle Mountain
work are:
7/16/16, 7/17/16, 7/18/16, 7/19/16, 7/20/16, 7/26/16, 7/28/16, 7/29/16, 7/30/16
They can be found at:
https://1drv.ms/o/s!AjlmPhl22eu6gQgMG4d1zXBMI8-m

Photo Panels:
Below are the mapped photo panels for Sand Coulee rim. The figures include three parts.
(a) Field data taken from a particular location on the sand body. This includes grain sizes, sample
locations, and referenced paleocurrent measurement. The referenced paleocurrent and sample
measurements can be found in a table following this section. Note: this first figure may not be
provided for every sand body. Photo-panels include sand bodies that were not accessible in the
field. (b) Mapped fluvial architecture. This includes channel-belt bounding surfaces, intrachannel-belt surfaces, and intra-bar surfaces. (c) Cartoon panel with the sand body and bar names
and the bar deposit preservation.
Photo panels can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/5qf85n9657
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Panel Name: SS_P1a
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 5. This panel comes from the opposite side
of the canyon as SS_P1b. There are two mapped bar deposits. The bottom, P5_3, is vertically
stacked and truncated. The top, P5_4, is preserved.
Field data collected on: 7/20/16
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Panel Name: SS_P1b
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 5. This panel comes from the opposite side
of the canyon as SS_P1a. There are two mapped bar deposits. The bottom, P5_3, is vertically
stacked and truncated. The top bar, P5_4, is preserved.
Field data collected on: 7/20/16
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Panel Name: SS_P3a
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 6. Panel is taken from a similar position as
SS_P3b, but rotated 90° towards the north. Paleocene 6 in the panel includes two bar deposits.
The lower bar, P6_1, is vertically stacked and truncated. The top bar, P6_2 is preserved.
Field data collected on: 7/19/16
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Panel Name: SS_P3b
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 6. Panel is taken from the same position as
SS_P3a, but rotated 90° towards the West. There is one bar deposit identified in Paleocene 6,
P6_3. P6_3 is classified as preserved.
Field data collected on: 7/19/16
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Panel Name: SS_P4
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 6. Top of the CBSB has weathered away.
There are five laterally stacked bar deposits identified. Preservation is determined by evidence for
truncation of the upper bar facies. In the case of P7_6 and P7_5, preservation was inferred
because of 10cm trough cross-beds preserved on top.
Field data collected on: 7/19/16
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Panel Name: SS_P5
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 7. The relationships between the bar
deposits are hard to constrain. I identified three bar deposits. The top two, P7_2 and P7_3 are
laterally stacked and preserved. The bottom, P7_1, is vertically stacked and truncated.
Field data collected on: 7/30/16
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Panel Name: PE_P1a
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 8. I identified three bar deposits. The top
two, P7_2 and P7_3 are laterally stacked. P8_3 is preserved, P8_2 is truncated. The bottom,
P8_1, is vertically stacked and truncated. I have additional data around the nose on the right
Field data collected on: 7/26/16
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Panel Name: PE_P1b
Description: Panel includes one CBSB, Paleocene 8.. I identified three bar deposits. The
bottom two, P8,4 and P8_5 are vertically stacked and truncated. P8_6 is preserved, but the
geometries of the deposit are hard to constrain due to a lack of exposure. I didn’t have any on the
nose measurements form this sand body. Measurements were taken from the sand body to the left
of the photo at PE_P1a.
Field data collected on: 7/26/16
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Panel Name: SS_PETM2
Description: Panel includes three mapped CBSBs, PETM 5, PETM 6 and PETM 7. The panel
also has an undifferentiated Paleocene sand body below PETM 5. I identified two PETM 5 bar
deposits. PETM 5 bar deposits are vertically truncated by an avulsion-reoccupation surface. I
identified 1 PETM 6 bar deposit, which is vertically preserved. I identified two PETM 7 bars.
These are laterally stacked, and PETM7_4 is preserved.
Field data collected on: 7/18/16
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Panel Name: SS_PETM4
Description: Panel includes one mapped CBSB, PETM 6. In the panel, PETM 6 includes two
laterally stacked bars, although the confidence of this differentiation is low. There are no outcrop
measurements as the face was inaccessible.
Field data collected on: 7/16/16
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Panel Name: SS_PETM1a
Description: Panel includes one mapped CBSB, PETM 6. In the panel, PETM 6 includes two
laterally stacked bars, although the confidence of this differentiation is low. There are no outcrop
measurements as the face was inaccessible.
Field data collected on: 7/18/16
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Panel Name: SS_PETM1b
Description: Panel includes one mapped CBSB, PETM 7. In the panel, PETM 7 includes two
laterally stacked bars, although the confidence of this differentiation is low. The upper bar facies
of PETM7_1 are truncated by PETM7_2. PETM7_2 grades into FA 4.
Field data collected on: 7/17/16

PETM 7
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Panel Name: SS_Eocene1
Description: Panel includes 1 CBSB, Eocene 3. In the panel, Eocene 3 contains 5 bar deposits.
E3_1, E3_2, and E3_4 are truncated. E3_2 and E3_1 are vertically stacked while E3_4 is laterally
stacked. There are two preserved bar deposits in the pan, E3_5 and E3_3. It is hard to constrain
the lateral relationship between E3_4 and E3_3.
Field data collected on: 7/30/16

88

Panel Name: SS_Eocene2
Description: Panel includes 1 CBSB, Eocene 4. In the panel, Eocene 4 has two laterally
stacked preserved bar deposits. There is a wealth of field data from this sand body. I walked it out
in the field for a considerable distance. Grades vertically into structureless fine-grained material.
Field data collected on: 7/16/16
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Panel Name: SS_Eocene3
Description: Panel includes 5 CBSB, Eocene 4, Eocene 5, Eocene 6, Eocene 7 and Eocene 8.
Eocene 4 has one preserved bar deposit. Eocene 5 has two vertically stacked unpreserved bar
deposits. Eocene 6 has 4 laterally stacked bar deposits. Eocene 7 has three laterally stacked bar
deposits. Eocene 8 has two laterally stacked bars and one vertically stacked.
Date(s) worked: 7/17/16
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Paleocurrent Index

Table A.4. Paleocurrent measurements that are placed onto the mapped photo panels.
Each measurement is graded and has a corresponding explanation of where the measurement
comes from. Note: these are not all of the paleocurrent measurements taken from Sand Coulee
Rim. Some measurements are not taken from areas captured in photo panels. These
measurements can be found in Appendix B as well as in my field notes.
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Three Forks Reservoir Mapping Area

Data Summary
Description:
These data include Gigapan photo-panels, measured sections, field notes,
and interpreted photo panels for the Three Forks Reservoir mapping location. The data was
collected in the Bighorn Basin during the summer of 2016. The interpreted sand body maps were
completed in the winter of 2016 and Spring of 2017. Data collected is dated to the Paleocene,
PETM and Eocene and comes from approximately 30m of total stratigraphy.
Location:
The Three Forks Reservoir site is located approximately 3.3km south of
little Sand Coulee Rd. The turn off from Little Sand Coulee Rd is at 44.804159, -109.055016.
The mapped portion of the area is located within the Wasatchian 1-2 mammal zone, but if you
walk further into the canyon you will get up into Wasatchian 3-4.

Figure A.5. Google Earth image of the mapped sand bodies in the Three Forks
Reservoir. Only Eocene-aged deposits are located in the area, which are colored in organge.
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Figure A.6. Location of each CBSB in the Three Forks Reservoir mapping area.
Individual CBSBs are denoted by color shading and their associated age is denoted by color.
Azimuth paleocurrents were determined from oriented photo-panels. Direction paleocurrents
were determined in the field.

Age
Eocene

Photo Panel
Name
EW_E1

Latitude

Longitude

Sand Bodies in Panel

44.776862

-109.034667

Eocene 9, Eocene 10, Eocene 11

Table A.5.: Summary of Three Forks Reservoir photo panel. This includes what the
panel file is named, the approximate location of the mapped area and what channel-belt sand
bodies are identified in the panel.
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Field Notes:
Field notes are hosted digitally. The dates associated with the Saddle Mountain work are:
7/26/16
They can be found at:
https://1drv.ms/o/s!AjlmPhl22eu6gQgMG4d1zXBMI8-m

Photo Panels:
Below are the mapped photo panel for Three Forks Reservoir. The figures include three
parts. (a) Field data taken from a particular location on the sand body. This includes grain sizes,
sample locations, and referenced paleocurrent measurement. The referenced paleocurrent and
sample measurements can be found in a table following this section. (b) Mapped fluvial
architecture. This includes channel-belt bounding surfaces, intra-channel-belt surfaces, and intrabar surfaces. (c) Cartoon panel with the sand body and bar names and the bar deposit
preservation.
Photo panels can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/5qf85n9657
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Panel Name: EW_E1
Description: Panel includes three CBSBs, Eocene 9, Eocene 10, and Eocene 11. Eocene 9
contains two vertically stacked, truncated bar deposits. Eocene 10 contants three bar deposits, the
bottom two are laterally and vertically stacked. The top is preserved. Eocene 11 contains two
vertically stacked bar deposits.
Date(s) worked: 7/26/16
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Paleocurrent Index

Table A.6. Paleocurrent measurements that are placed onto the mapped photo panels.
Each measurement is graded and has a corresponding explanation of where the measurement
comes from.
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Appendix B:

Data Tables and Statistics

Sand Body Measurements
Table B.1: (Following page) Channel-belt sand body (CBSB) measurements. CBSBs can
be traced to their associated panel and corresponding age. The width in photo panel is the sand
body width within the photo panel. Regional widths were calculated in google Earth and are the
true sand body widths. Avulsion reactivation surface records the presence of a reactivation
surface on the channel-body top. Channel-belt sand body measurements can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/0zp38w995c
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Bar Measurements:
Bar measurements include values for the geometry, stacking, and preservation of bar
deposits. I’ve also included a general scheme for reporting the quality of the exposure. Bar
deposit thickness is the vertical height of the bar within the mapped panel. Bar width was
determined by the width of the deposit in the panel. Bar accretion was estimated by the
divergence between paleoflow and macroform accretion direction. The quality of the bar deposit
exposure is reported as follows. Expressed vertical contact means the bar deposit is either
truncated vertically or grades into fine-grained material. Expressed lateral contact means that one
of the two sides is either truncated or grades into fines.
Bar deposit measurements can also be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/0zp38w995c
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Table B.2: Bar deposit measurements for Paleocene-aged sand bodies.
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Table B.3: Bar deposit measurements for PETM-aged sand bodies.
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Table B.4: Bar deposit measurements for Eocene-aged sand bodies.
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Dune Heights

Paleocene (m)
0.26

1.26

PETM (m)
0.36
0.43

0.37
0.57
0.38
0.51
0.29
0.26
0.26
0.23
0.49
0.45
0.42
0.25
0.37
1.17
0.72
0.35
0.49
0.15
0.24
0.84
0.75
0.74
0.24
0.31
0.27
0.27
0.32
0.68

0.92
1.03
0.4
0.31
0.7
0.91
0.59
0.9
0.67
0.79
0.4
0.21
0.39
0.14
0.17
0.21
0.24
0.32
0.14
0.26
0.28
0.39
0.35
0.3
0.3
0.33
0.33
0.27

0.87
0.75
0.3
0.96
1.08
0.39
0.47
0.34
0.3
0.41
0.52
0.26
0.87
0.3
0.72
0.75
0.89
0.19
0.63
0.51
0.56
0.35
0.18
0.24
0.45
0.53
0.38
0.26

0.6
0.6
0.48
0.66
0.27
0.41
0.51
0.33
0.37
0.54
0.78
0.35
0.35
0.31
0.37
0.74
0.29
0.46
0.41
0.52
0.75
0.6
1.35
0.88
0.67
0.48
0.23
0.43

0.21
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.31
1.02
0.47
0.77

Eocene (m)
0.67
0.29
0.67
0.61
0.65
0.31
0.54
0.21
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.22
0.12
0.32
0.16
0.36
0.53
0.49
0.47
0.72
0.77
0.59
0.2
0.33
0.31
0.32
0.36
0.29
0.59
0.21

0.23
0.57
0.57
1
0.93
0.27
0.45
0.46
0.38
1.14
1.19
1.2
1.38
0.69
0.58
0.52
0.31
0.47
0.63
0.35
0.54
0.57
0.5
0.39
0.18

Table B.5. Field dune height measurements by age of the sand body. Measurements are
reported in meters.
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Bulk paleocurrent measurements

Paleocene
Sand
Body
P1
P1
P1
P1

Azimuth (deg)
40
30
180
221

Sand
Body
PETM1
PETM1
PETM1
PETM1

PETM
Azimuth
(deg)
220
105
195
120

Eocene
Sand Body
E3
E3
E3
E3

Azimuth (deg)
103
55
155
10

P1
P1
P1

200
270
125

PETM1
PETM1
PETM1

285
315
170

E3
E3
E4

305
305
45

P1
P1
P1
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P4
P4
P4

210
235
296
300
357
330
315
270
300
320
230
235
250
60
10

PETM1
PETM1
PETM1
PETM1
PETM1
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2

325
335
0
60
345
195
190
180
233
20
340
20
5
330
6

E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E4
E5
E5
E5
E5
E5
E5
E5
E5
E5

15
325
315
345
30
340
265
170
5
350
60
260
260
320
210

P4
0
PETM2
350
E6
P4
200
PETM2
310
E6
P4
320
PETM2
295
E6
P4
280
PETM2
330
E6
P4
350
PETM2
350
E6
P4
190
PETM2
270
E6
P4
220
PETM2
300
E6
P4
240
PETM2
280
E6
P4
290
PETM2
300
E6
Table B.6. Paleocurrent measurements by age of the sand body. These are field
measurements, supplemented by measurements taken from oriented photo panels.

155
15
247
34
0
20
15
90
10
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Paleocene
Sand Body
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P5
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P6
P7
P7
P7
P7
P8
P8
P8
P9
P9
P9
P9

PETM

Azimuth (deg)
30
345
160
25
180
30
310
330
300
10
20
345
80
0
85
20
60
350
345
10
20
285
10
325
330
70
20
10
11
265
15
0
70
200

Sand Body
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2

Eocene

Azimuth (deg)
330
320
310
35
90
90
330

PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM2
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM3
PETM4
PETM4
PETM4

50
80
50
0
315
290
320
50
290
320
50
155
50
100
200
145
60
325
355

PETM7

220

PETM7

105

PETM7

195

PETM7

120

PETM7

285

PETM7

315

PETM7

170

PETM8

195

PETM8

190

PETM8

180

PETM8

233

Sand Body
E6
E6
E9
E9
E9
E9

Azimuth (deg)
305
320
5
165
330
30

Table B.6 (cont.). Paleocurrent measurements by age of the sand body. Can also be
found at: https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/0zp38w995c
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Mobility reconstructions

CBSB
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
PETM1
PETM2
PETM3
PETM4
PETM5
PETM6
PETM7
PETM8
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11

CB height
6.4
4.4
8.5
6.9
6
5
4.6
8
10.5
6
8.15
7.42
4
6.5
12.5
9
5.4
10
8.15
8.5
6.15
6.4
5.3
6.4
6.3
6.1
10.5
8.2

CB width
427
551
117
591
950
670
690
1130
1500
516
675
435
927
674
985
848
933
318
280
150
717
645
690
700
509
700
300
550

CBw/CBh
66.7
125.2
13.8
85.0
158.3
134.0
150.0
141.3
142.9
86.0
82.8
58.6
231.8
103.7
78.8
94.2
172.8
31.8
34.4
17.6
116.6
100.8
130.2
109.4
80.8
114.8
28.6
67.1

Median M
10
19
2
13
24
20
23
22
22
10
10
7
20
12
9
11
21
5
5
3
18
16
21
17
13
18
4
11

Table B.7. Calculating the mobility number, M for each measured sand body. The CB
(channel-belt) height is taken from the mapped panels. The CB width is taken from Google Earth.
The mobility number is calculated with the channel-depth, h and channel-width, B in table B.8.
Full calculations can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/0zp38w995c
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Following Hajek and Wolinsky [2012]
Dimensionless Shield's stress, t*
Submerged specific gravity, R
Drag coefficient, Cd
gravitational acceleration, g
Minimum grain size (m)
Maximum grain size (m)
Following Trampush et al. [2014]
a0 - 5th percentile
a0 - 95th percentile
a1 - 5th percentile
a1 - 95th percentile

1.8
1.65
0.006
9.8
.00018
.00071
-2.14
-2.01
0.222
0.287

a2 - 5th percentile

-1.18

a2 - 95th percentile

-1

Table B.8. The constants I used to calculate the paleo-slope and paleo-discharges
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Avulsion style measurements

Table B.10. Avulsion style measurements. These include the underlying facies CbSBs
cut into, the general trend in facies building into the channel and the relief on the bottom surface
of the CBSB. Can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/0zp38w995c
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Stacking Statistics
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Figure B.1. (Previous page) Generated bootstrap distributions for testing statistical
significance of count data. We grouped all of our bar and channel-belt count data into global
samples. We then resampled 40 of those measurements into a subsample and recorded the
percentage breakdown of each stacking style. The histograms shown in the panel are the number
of resamples in which a particular percentage of stacking types is observed. We then compared
these values to the observed percentage of each stacking type. The numbers reported are the
percentage of resample iterations that produce a value less than our observed percentage. Can be
found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/4b8515n35h
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Appendix C

Modeling channel-bar deposits

Introduction
There are few tools to directly measure river processes over geologic timescales. 30-year
LANDSAT records that provide intermediate-length glimpses of channel migration and river
avulsion, but are poor analogues for interpreting the geologic record. This is evident when
studying the mobility of river systems when observations of multiple avulsion events are needed.
Additionally, long-timescale measurements are also necessary to understand the evolution of
rivers in response to boundary condition changes that operate on timescales longer than a human
life. I use two reduced complexity models to simulate meandering and braided river behavior
over timescales relevant for the rock record. Reduced complexity models are especially useful
because they can be easily evaluated over hundreds of thousands of iterations with accessible
computing power.
When I set out on this modeling project, the primary motivation was to evaluate the
connection between river planform and preservation of channel-bar deposits in the rock record.
Specifically, I wanted to compare the lateral preservation of channel-bar deposits in meandering
and braided river environments. Understanding the relationship between river morphodynamics
and lateral bar preservation has implications for reconstructing lateral river mobility from ancient
deposits.
The questions guiding the introductory-state of this project are as follows:
•

How can we track bar deposits in reduced complexity models of braided and
meandering rivers?

•

How can we temporally and spatially normalize bar deposit preservation in each
model as to compare results between models?

•

How can we evaluate the lateral preservation?

•

What are the next steps?
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Meandering River Model
I use the HIPS meandering river model following Hasegawa (1977) and Ikeda (1981)
provided by Schwenk (2014) for the Matlab programing environment. The model tracks the nodal
positions of a channel centerline and evolves centerline nodes by a migration distance dictated by
Equation 1. Where the lateral migration rate, x, is the product of a bank erodibility constant, Eo,
and an excess bank velocity, Ub, which itself is a function of the curvature along the channel
centerline, sediment flux, discharge, bed roughness, channel width and channel slope.
x = EoUb

(1)

A more in-depth treatment of the model set-up can be found in Schwenk (2014). I
continue to use the same parameters as the Schwenk (2014) study, which are based on bankfull
flow conditions of the Beatton river, Canada originally published by Parker and Andrews (1986).
At the end of the model run-time I can produce X-Y coordinates for the channel-centerline every
X-iteration and then interpolate the channel-centerline into a grid with a resolution of 700 cells
wide by 100 cells tall.

Braided River Model
I use a cellular automata model following Murray and Paola (1993) to simulate a braided
river planform written in the Matlab programming environment. The model uses four governing
equations relating bed elevation, discharge and sediment flux to divert water flow between grid
cells as well as to dynamically build and erode bed topography. (Figure 1) Discharge, which in
the model is equivalent to a measure of the amount of water on a grid cell at a point in time, is
introduced into one or multiple cells in the first column of the grid. For each grid cell containing
water, the program calculates the slope between adjacent downstream grid cells and will divert
flow according to (Figure 1, Equation 1). The amount of sediment that is routed downstream is
proportional to the amount of routed water, Qi, the slope, Si, and a constant, k, adjusted so that
the elevation can only changes by a few percent of the mean cell-to-cell differences in bed
elevation. (Murray and Paola, 1993) Finally, the change in bed elevation is calculated by
subtracting the amount of sediment entering a grid cell by the amount of sediment exiting the grid
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cell. I use a grid that is 300 cells tall by 30 cells wide and track the discharge maps through the
model iterations, which can be thought of as planform maps of the channel network.

Generating age maps
I create age-maps of the model domain to connect the modeled planform
dynamics to the long-term preservation of the channel-network surface. The output for each
model are bird’s-eye-view planform maps of the river networks through the run-time (Figure 1).
As the river channel migrates from iteration-to-iteration, I can either classify a grid cell as
containing channel, 0, or floodplain, >1 (Wickert, 2013). Each subsequent iteration, grid cells
classified as floodplain increase in value by 1. When the channel reoccupies that grid cell, the
counter is reset to 0. At the end of the model run-time I’m left with a map where the active
channel is classified as a value of zero, recently abandoned areas are classified by low values, and
long-abandoned areas are classified by higher values (figure 1).
In the case of the meandering river model, the active channel is defined as the gridded
model centerline. By definition the channel has a constant one grid cell channel-width over the
entire model area and across all model iterations. This assumption may be problematic and grid
cell spacing should be better tied to channel width. In the case of the braided river model, the
active channel is defined as any grid cell that has a discharge, Qi, greater than 12 units. This
causes the channel width to be variable across both space and time.

Identifying Bar Deposits
I use automated techniques to identify bar deposits in the respective meandering and
braided models. As of now, the automation is achieved in slightly different ways in each model.
In the meandering model, I make use of the “atom identification” code from Schwenk. [2014]
The code identifies channel cutoff events and determines the portion of the channel centerline
responsible for expanding, migrating and ultimately cutting itself off. Schwenk [2014] defines a
channel “atom” as the portion of channel encompassed within a single cutoff event. I grid the
growth of individual “atoms” through time and the eventual bar deposits on the channel network
surface are the preserved remnants of Schwenk’s [2014] “atoms.” I can then use Matlab’s Image
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Processing Toolbox to identify continuous regions of the preserved gridded atoms on the channel
network surface.
In the braided model, I use Matlab’s Image processing toolbox to identify continuous
packages of floodplain on the channel-network surface. Bar deposits are defined as floodplaindefined grid cells that were once defined as channel. The code searches for continuous regions
that a given grid cell must have a non-zero or non-NaN value at one of its four adjacent faces to
be connected (Figure 1).
The outputs are indexed grid cells for each bar. Using the Image Processing Toolbox, I
measure the size (number of composing grid cells) and location (centroid X and Y) of the
continuous bar areas. I filter out bars smaller than 4 grid cells, which are representative of either
noise on the channel-network surface, or packages that are not recognizable in the ancient record.
Finally, from the map of the ages of the model surface, I determined the age of each grid cell
within the identified bars.

Normalizing the measurements
I attempted to normalize the model data in both space in time in the hopes that I could
compare across models. I followed similar normalization schemes as Wickert [2013]. In time, I
normalized the length of the model run-time and the ages bar grid cells by the number of
iterations it took for the channel to “activate” 90% of the model grid. This can be compared to a
modern river that is laterally mobile and then avulses - thereby providing a snapshot of the
morphodynamics. I normalized the spatial data by the median width of the model channel. These
normalization schemes also ensure that we would be able to compare data taken in the model
environment to data taken from the ancient record. By normalizing by a theoretical avulsion
timescale we should have equivalently scaled measurements between the two models.
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Collecting Data from Bar Deposits
The data I collect from the bar packages are:
Continuous size (number of grid cells): Determined using Matlab’s Image Processing Toolbox.
Location (centroid X and Y): Determined using Matlab’s Image Processing Toolbox
Distance from the channel-belt axis: I determine the channel-belt axis by finding the median
activated (non-NaN) cell in each downstream column. I use the absolute difference between the
centroid location and the channel-belt axis position to find the distance.
Median age of the bar: Calculated from the list of ages for each grid cell on an identified bar.
Standard deviation of the ages on the bar surface: Calculated from the list of ages for each
grid cell on an identified bar.
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Braided Model Code Descriptions and Example Output
Complete model files can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/83b591950h

Filename:

Braided_master_file.m

Description:
This is the master file for the model and analysis workflow. From this file, you
set the variables to input into the Murray and Paola (1993) cellular automata braided river model.
From this file, you choose what data collect on the identified channel bars.
Important variables:
run_time – number of iterations to run the model
top_elev – mean height of the first row of model cells
bot_elev – mean height of the bottom row of model cells
grid_length – downstream length of the grid
grid_width – cross-stream width of the grid
Qs_rule – dictates which of the Murray and Paola [1993] sediment routing schemes to use
pctile – the cutoff discharge used to create the binary stream maps
age_mapping_threshold – dictates the minimum age of a cell to be considered part of the
floodplain and not channel
reworking_time – used for the analysis. Set how many iterations it takes to reach the optimal
surface reworking.
ages – array structure that holds the cell floodplain ages for each time-step
threshold_map_binary – array that has binary map of floodplain age at analyzed time-step. All
the image processing is done on this grid map
bar_data_array – final table with all of the identified bars in the threshold map and the
properties of those bars.
Files required in the code:
MP_braided_river.m
Initialtopo.m
Braided_surface_reworking.m
age_map.m
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Filename:

MP_braided_river.m

Description:
This is the subroutine for the cellular automata braided river model of Murray
and Paola [1993]. I transcribed it into Matlab. The model is based on routing units of discharge
from the upstream end of the model to the downstream end. We set uppermost and lowermost
elevation boundary conditions as well as a constant input discharge. The amount of sediment that
is routed between cells is proportional to the amount of water. The model then uses the Exner
equation based on the outgoing and incoming sediment to guide bed elevation changes.
Important variables:
Qi – how many units of discharge are entering the upstream end of the reach
n, m, K, C, e, F – all constants discussed in Murray and Paola (1993)
grid.Qi – the main array structure that holds the water routing information. Our stream maps are
based on these arrays
Qs_grid – holds the sediment flux information for a given time-step. This is then reset during the
calculation of the next time-step
Bed_elev_grid – holds the bed elevation information for a given time-step. These values are
carried over across time-steps.
Qs_rule – dictates which of the Murray and Paola (1993) sediment routing schemes the model
uses
Files required in the code:
Initialtopo.m
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Filename: braided_surface_reworking.m
Descirption:
Tracks the working of the model grid. We want to know the timescale at which
the river stream reaches ~90% of the model grid. This algorithm tracks where the stream has
been. And then plots the number of “activated” cells as a function of iteration.
Important variables:
reworking – a vector that holds the percentage of model grid reworked.
reworking_grid.map – a growing structure that holds information about where the river has been

Filename:

age_map.m

Description:
This calculates the age of non-channel, activated grid cells over the model run
time. We only care about the grid cells that were once channel, but then become inactive cells –
these are the potential channel bars. This algorithm finds those grid cells and then ages them.
Important variables:
ages.map – this is the main array structure that has the age maps for each time-step. It may be a
little superfluous to keep track to them all, but that is how I have it set up.
active_channel – the discharge cut off to how we are defining active channel threads.

Filename:

initialtopo.m

Description:
Sets up the initial topography on the model surface. Murray and Paola (1993)
state that there should be random small-order perturbations in bed elevation on the model surface.
This algorithm sets that up randomly.
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Figure C.2. (a) Example of the model channel. The area defined as channel holds a
discharge value higher than the threshold discharge of 12 units. You can see the multi-thread
nature of a braided channel. (b) Example of output from the bar identification. This example
came from a model-run that did not go for long enough. Key indicators are the large bar patches
on the top left and right side as well as isolated patched in the middle.

Figure C.3. Example reworking curve for a braided model run. The roll over point
roughly occurs at iteration 20,000. At this point the river has activated 90% of the model grid.
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Meandering Model Code Descriptions and Example Output
Complete model files can be found at:
https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/concern/generic_works/dnc580m78p

Filename:

meandering_master_file.m

Description:
This is the master file for the model and analysis workflow. From this file you set
the variables to input into the Schwenk (2014) model. The code includes subroutines to run the
numerical model, identify meander cut-offs – atoms - , grid the model outputs, make age-maps of
the grids, and identifying the bar sizes. The code can also calculate the river sinuosity and create
histograms of bar and fluvial surface age.
Important variables:
years – the Schwenk (2014) parameterizes years based on the migration rate of the Beaton rive,
CA
dt_yrs – define a time step. Number of years per iteration.
grid_width – The downstream length of the model. It’s important to note that the braided and
meandering river models flow downstream is rotated 90 degrees,
grid_height – cross-stream height of the grid
channel_belt_enforce – the migration_model.m code is set up so you can enforce an effective
channel belt. It uses a gradient of erosional efficiency to impede migration. Setting this value to 1
or 0 will turn the enforced channel-belt on and off respectively
river – main data structure for the model outputs. This can be a huge file. Future work can be
used to optimize the data outputs in terms of size.
meandering_grid – data structure that holds binary maps of the river position at each iteration.
Future work could be done to reduce the file size and optimize which data to keep.
reworking – vector that holds the percent of fluvial surface worked at each time-step.
Imagesum – a map of all grid cells that have been worked by the river at a given iteration.
reworking_time – We can pick the number of iterations it will take to reach 90% reworked
fluvial surface. This time is that number of iterations
ages – output from age_map_meandering.m. These are our bar age maps at every iteration of the
model. Again, future work can be done to reduce this file size and optimize which data we
collect.
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atom_ages – takes the atom-identification scheme from Schwenk (2014) and finds the age of
each grid cell within the atoms. This is the way we identify bars in this model and determine a bar
age.
atom_data – data array with the size and position of each atom
atom_data_array – final table with all of the identified bars in the threshold map and the
properties of those bars.

Files required in the code:
migration_model.m
make_grid.m
meandering_fluvial_surface_reworking.m
age_map_meandering
atom_ages.m
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Filename:

migration_model.m

Description:
This is the main code to run Schwenk’s [2014] meandering model. It uses a
parameter file, params.mat, that uses values form the Beatton River, CA. You can either spin up
the model yourself or begin with a predefined centerline. The model itself only tracks nodal
positions of the channel in X-Y space.
Important variables:
Erosional substrate values – You can change these to create different styles of channel belt. I
found that making them a gradient helped make the river appear more natural.
river.Xcl – X position of the river nodes at iteration river(i).Xcl
river.Ycl – Y position of the river nodes at iteration river(i).Ycl
Eps_cl – the migration rate at each node along the channel centerline
mig_Xcl – the new X coordinate of a node
mig_Ycl – the new Y coordinate of a node
Files required in the code:
Descriptions of these codes can be found in Schwenk’s [2014] documentation.
curvars.m
flowfield_Schwenk.m
remove_cutoffs.m
smooth_after_cutoffs.m
enforce_spacing.m
quicktor.m
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Filename:

make_grid.m

Description:
Takes the river data structure output form migration_model.m and turns the X-Y
node position into grids. This is a brute force method and future work could definitely could
optimize how often the grids are created and the size of the grids,
Important variables:
maxima_X– finds the largest X position of the river during the model run-time
minima_X – finds the smallest X position of the river during the model run-time
maxima_Y – finds the largest Y position of the river during the model run-time
minima_Y – finds the smallest Y position of the river during the model run-time
meandering_grid – the output data structure for this subroutine
X_edges – the bin edges for gridding the model centerline X-coordinates
Y_edges – the bin edges for gridding the model centerline Y-coordinates

Filename:

meandering_fluvial_surface_reworking.m

Description:
At each iteration, this subroutine will determine how much of the grid surface has
been activated by the combing channel. The file includes two methods to determine the
reworking curve. This method attempts to follow that of Wickert et al. (2013)
Important variables:
reworking – the main vector that has the percentage of the grid worked by the river at each
iteration.
imagesum - “heat map” of where the river has been and how often over the whole model runtime
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Figure C.4. (a) Example of the meandering river model grid. The extreme sinuosity of
the model river is especially evident in this figure. (b) This shows the range of sizes and
preservation of the identified bars. This particular plot shows the bar size as normalized by the
originally deposited size at cutoff. (c) This shows the median age of each identified bar. The
oldest bars are preserved along the channel-belt margins.

Figure C.5. Reworking curve the meandering river model. This particular run did not
have a channel-belt imposed. The river was free to meander as far as it would like. The model
does not reach an equilibrium channel-belt size on its own and the reworked percentage will
never “roll” over.
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Next Steps
The model scheme presented above did not turn out to be necessary in the scope of the story
presented in the body of my thesis. However, the field work and analysis ultimately done for that
project does inform potential applications for these models in testing stratigraphic principles. For
example:
Next Step 1:
With little work, these models could be used to statistically test the differences in
lateral preservation of channel bars between river planforms. More work is needed to ensure that
the measurements taken from each model are equivalent, but these data would be directly
relatable to bar deposit widths and clinoform persistence measurements that one could make in
deposits of meandering and braided rivers. This could act not only as a field test for the model
scheme, but also provide insight about predicting river planforms from bar preservation. For
example, the Willwood Formation bar deposit measurements could be compared to equivalent
datasets taken from the Castlegate Formation.
Next Step 2:
The meandering river model itself could be a useful tool to explore the
possibilities and limitations of using lateral bar preservation in the rock record to make inferences
about the magnitudes of lateral channel migration. It’s unclear how many lateral bar deposits one
would need to characterize in order to accurately represent the whole system. This is especially
evident when looking at Figure 6 in the body of the thesis. While the number of bar
measurements I collected is significant, the spatial sampling on a given sand body seems quite
small. Modeling could help flush out how many observations are needed to fully characterize the
preservation inherent in the river system.

